FORM G
Commonwealth of Australia
Trade Practices Act 1974 - subsection 93(1)
NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

T o the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93(1) of the Trarie Practices Act 1974, of particulars
of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind referred to subsections 47(2), (3), (4), (5), (6), 0,
(8) or (9)
of that Act in which the person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

1.

Applicant
(a)

Name of person giving notice:
Murray Bridge Sporting Car Club & Motorcycle Club Incorporated A.B.N.
48 479 743 310 ("MBSCC).

@)
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Short description of business carried on by that person:
MBSCC is the operator of the Murray Bridge Speedway, which is located at Kennett
Road, Murray Bridge 5253 in the State of South Australia (the "Track"). MBSCC
provides racing services and hosts speedway race events including events in the
categories of Sprintcars, Super Sedans, Speedcars, and various other motorsport racing
categories.

(c)

Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

PO Box 316

MURRAY BRIDGE SA 5253
Attention: Tim McAvaney

2.

Notified arrangement
(a)

Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition of which this
notice relates:
Provision of race services and access to track facilities, including access to the racing pit
areas.

@)

Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
The proposed conduct comprises offers by MBSCC, and the supply by MBSCC
pursuant to such offers, of race services from time to time, including access to track
facilities and race events, subject to a condition that:

o

the offeree has purchased a suitable licence from the National Association of
Speedway Racing Pty Ltd ("NASR") in order to compete at the Track; or

o

the offeree has purchased a suitable licence from NASR in order to visit the racing
pit area

("Proposed Conduct").
Section 47 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) ("Act")prohibits anti-competitive dealing
and outlines a number of prescribed practices which amount to exclusive dealing. If the
Proposed Conduct is caught by section 47(6) of the Act, MBSCC believes that there is
no anti-competitive effect in such conduct.

3.

Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the notified conduct
(a)

@)

Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(i)

Speedway racing drivers wishing to access track facilities and compete in
speedway race events; and

(ii)

Persons wishing to access racing pit area facilities at speedway tracks and who
currently do not hold suitable licences or insurance cover.

Number of those persons:

(i)

At present time:
o

approximately 400 to 500 racing drivers; and

o in relation to persons wishing to access racing pit area Facilities, in excess
of 50. The number will vary depending on the category of racing and
the time of year.

(ii)

Estimated within the next year:
As per above.

(c)

Where number of persons stated in item 3@)(i) is less than 50, their names and
addresses:
Not applicable.

4.

Public benefit claims
(a)

Arguments in support of notification:

Proposed Conduct wiUDeliver Public Benefits
(i)

NASR is the internationally-recognised controlling industry body of speedway
racing in Australia, and the &st speedway body anywhere to achieve FIA
delegation of authority. FIA, or the Federation Internationale Automobile, is the
peak world motorsport body. MBSCC considers that the public will benefit from
the requirement to hold licences provided by the industry body, as licence holders
are required to comply with NASR's Speedway Rules and Regulations which deal
with mandatory competitor conduct, technical requirements and race procedures.

This also includes compliance with a drug
- and alcohol policy.
- MBSCC considers
that speedway racing drivers, officials, crews, mechanics, sponsors, family
members and spectators benefit greatly from compliance with the minimum safety
requirements imposed by the recognized governing body for speedway racing.
NASR provides standardised rules for the entire sport of speedway racing
throughout Australia. As part of this, NASR has implemented a tribunal system
and suitable penalties for offences within the sport. This has had a significant
impact in improving the operation and safety of speedway racing in Australia. All
of these factors provide considerable public benefits.

(ii)

Speedway racing is an inherently dangerous activity; therefore the imposition of
minimum safety standards is crucial. NASR also provides licence holders with
access to International Safety Apparel Standards and Training Programs, Safety
Training Seminars and Conferences, and Risk Management Programs, all of which
support the overall safety framework for speedway racing.
For this reason,
MBSCC considers that the sport of speedway racing as a whole, and thereby the
general public, benefits Gom uniform safety requirements imposed on drivers by
its governing body, NASR.

(iii)

In addition, it is necessary to ensure that all drivers hold adequate personal
accident insurance before they can compete. NASR personal accident insurance is
available to all NASR licence holders as a member benefit. Accordingly, speedway
racing drivers with NASR licences are guaranteed to have adequate personal
accident insurance cover. NASR licences also require drivers to pass a suitable
medical examination before the licence is granted, with insurance provided as a
subsequent membership benefit. MBSCC considers that these requirements
support the overall safety framework for speedway racing and assist with
MBSCC's risk management processes. The increased level in safety in turn
provides a significant public benefit.

(iv)

It is inherently dangerous for MBSCC to allow persons to visit the racing pit area
facilities at the Track, and as such it is necessary to ensure that such persons hold
adequate personal accident insurance prior to accessing such areas. The relevant
NASR licence for racing pit area access includes personal accident insurance as a
benefit. MBSCC considers that this requirement assists with MBSCC's risk
management processes and ensures that visitors are covered by adequate insurance
for the purposes of visiting racing pit area facilities. This requirement also enables
MBSCC to provide a safe work environment and helps meet the duty of care
owed by MBSCC to competitors and spectators. Therefore, the requirement
consequently enhances the overall safety standards of both the Track and the
sport of speedway racing as a whole, and thereby delivers public benefits.

(v)

One of NASR's main objectives is to develop speedway racing as a high quality,
well organised national sport and to promote it as such. It is in the very nature of a
sporting organisation that participation and policies be controlled in such a way as
to maintain uniformity and quality. This not only improves the experience of
spectators and participants, but makes the sport more viable in the long term,
which is of benefit to the public generally. The requirement that drivers and those
who wish to access pit facilities hold relevant NASR licences assists in the
development of the sport by creating consistent expectations regarding both the
standard of driver participation and safety in the sport at a national level. There is
a clear benefit to the public in the advancement of a participatory recreational
pastime which is cohesive, features a high standard of competition and is
conducted in accordance with consistent, well-understood rules and safety
procedures.

The Proposed Conduct will not lessen competition in any relevant market because:

(b)

(i)

there are over 100 alternative speedway tracks currently operating in Australia,
where speedway race events are conducted;

(ii)

specifically in the state of South Australia, there are currently 8 alternative
speedway racing venues in addition to the Track which conduct racing events in
which local speedway racing drivers can participate;

(iii)

speedway racing drivers are free to choose to compete in speedway events at other
tracks throughout Australia;

(iv)

speedway racing drivers are free to purchase additional personal accident
insurance cover from relevant providers;

(v)

the majority of drivers who compete in events conducted at the Track already
hold a NASR licence, to enable them to pamcipate in the sport of speedway
racing;

(vi)

potential visitors to pit racing areas are free to visit such areas at alternative
venues; and

(vii)

spectators are able to attend speedway racing events without accessing the pit
racing areas and can, therefore, avoid the need to obtain a suitable licence from
NASR should they wish.

Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:
Please see the following attached documentation:
(i)

NASR Australian Speedway Race Rules and Regulations;

(ii)

Extract from NASR Track Operators Manual regarding NASR licensing and
insurance requirements;

(iii)

Extract from NASR Track Operators Manual setting out procedures and policies
relating to environmental compliance requirements;

(iv)

Summary of coverage afforded by the personal accident insurance policy provided
as part of NASR licences, including details of attached benefits;

(v)

NASR insurance claims history indicating overall increase in safety and reduction
of risk over time;

(vi)

List of speedway tracks operating in Australia, as at February 2008;

(vii)

NASR Speedway Licence Application Form, including details of applicable fees;
and

(viii) Extract from www.nasr.com.au, the
achievements of NASR.

official NASR website, describing

5.

Market definition
Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services described at 2(a) are
supplied or acquired and other affected markets including: significant suppliers and acquirers;
substitutes available for the relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition
of the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):

Identification of the Market
The market for the Proposed Conduct can be reasonably identified as speedway racing drivers
and, in the case of racing pit area access, may include spectators, all within Australia.
6.

Public detriments
(a)

Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in particular
the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods or services described
at 2(a) above and the prices of goods or services in other affected markets:

Potential Detliments of the Proposed Conduct
The Proposed Conduct will marginally affect the choice of speedway racing dtlvers as
they will be required to purchase a licence from NASR in order to compete at the Track.
The proposed conduct will also marginally affect the choice of persons wishing to access
racing pit area facilities at speedway racing tracks, including the Track However, any
potential anti-competitive effect of the Proposed Conduct will be insignificant given that
speedway racing drivers are not prevented from competing at alternative speedway tracks
or obtaining licences and insurance from other relevant providers. Further, persons
wishing to access racing pit area facilities are free to visit the alternate speedway tracks
located throughout Australia.
In addition, the financial commitment incurred by becoming a NASR licence holder is
not substantial; therefore licensees will not, as a practical consequence of the licensing
requirement, be forced to use or attend facilities affiliated with NASR, as financial
considerations will not restrict them from acquiring relevant accreditations and using
facilities provided by others. This significantly limits any public detriment associated with
the Proposed Conduct.
Further, as a matter of practical reality, the majority of speedway racing drivers
competing at the Track already hold NASR licences. Accordingly, the Proposed
Conduct will have no practical impact upon these competitors. Additionally, the licences
offered by NASR to both drivers and those seeking to access pit areas include day
licences. Therefore, the Proposed Conduct will not force people who seek to compete
at, or access, the Track or its facilities only once or twice during a speedway racing
season to acquire a NASR licence for an entire racing season. The availability of these
limited licences also limits any public detriment associated with the Proposed Conduct.
MBSCC submits that the Proposed Conduct is not likely to cause any detriment to the
public. To the extent that the proposed conduct does in fact contravene section 47 of the
Act, MBSCC contends that it is entitled to the statutory immunity provided by section 93
of the Act, as the public benefits resulting from the proposed conduct outweigh any
public detriments caused by the conduct.

The Proposed Conduct will also not impact on other participants in the sport of
speedway racing, including spectators.
Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

@)

As per the statements and facts provided above.
7.

Further information
Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised to provide
additional information in relation to this notification:

(a)

Tim McAvaney, General Manager
PO Box 316
MURRAY BRIDGE SA 5253
Ph: (08) 8532 1150
Dated

1

2009

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant

' Tim McAvaney,

General Manager
Murray Bridge Sporting Car Club & Motorcycle Club Incorporated

I: NASR AUSTRALIAN SPEEDWAY RACE RULES AND REGULATIONS

DUTY OF CARE STATEMENT
This duty of care statement is to be read out to the Competitors at every
drivers meeting before the start of any race meeting with no exceptions
It is my duty to advise you of the following;
That motor racing can be dangerous; your equipment could be
damaged or destroyed; and you may suffer serious personal
injury or worse.
If there is any aspect of this race meeting that causes you concern for your personal safety or for that of any member of your
crew, whether that concern be with the track, the venue or the
manner in which the meeting is being conducted it is your obligation to bring those concerns to the attention of the Clerk of
Course or Chief Steward.
If after doing this those concerns are not addressed to your satisfaction, you are advised to withdraw from this race meeting.
Does everyone understand his or her obligations and rights in
this regard?
It is also my duty to advise you that at any time during this race
meeting random drug and or alcohol testing may take place.
If you have any doubts as to your ability to pass such a test with
a negative or zero reading you should withdraw from this race
meeting IMMEDIATELY.
Does anyone have any questions?

A U S I R A L I A N *PEED W A Y R A C I N O
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AUSTRALIAN SPEEDWAY
RACING RULES AND REGULATIONS
July 2008
DUTY OF CARE STATEMENT
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ANNEXURE I PENALTIES MATRIX

DEFINITIONS
ASRR
Australian Speedway Race Rules and Regulations
Appellant
Aperson aggrieved by a decision under these rules, who seeks to appeal that decision in accordance
with Part 8 of these rules.
ASCFISSA Inc
Australian Saloon Car FederationISpeedway Sedan Australia Incorporated
Basic Tools
Hammers, chisels, hacksaw, crowbars, tin snips, bolt cutters, race tape and cable ties
Disqualification/Exclusionfrom Event
These are interchangeable terms meaning that a competitor is excluded from particular event
results and is not entitled to any points or prizemoney in respect of that event
Driver
The holder of a licence to drive in an event
Driver Infringement Card
Card issued after payment of specified fee with photo Licence which is endorsed by the Chief
Steward and onto which all penalties and infringements are noted
Duration of Meeting
A meeting is deemed to open two hours before the scheduled time for commencement of the first
event and will finish thirty minutes after the finish of the last event on the scheduled program
Event
One of the races in the program of a race meeting but includes sessions such as track packing, hot
laps and time trials
Finish Line
Where transponders are used the position of the transponder loop determines the finish line and
this line extends from the outer edge of the track to the edge of the infield. Where transponders
are not used the finish line will be determined by the Chief Steward
Infield
The area inside the track racing surface
Infield Pit Area
A designated area set aside on the infield where cars may go for repairs during an event
JQMA
Junior Quarter Midgets Australia

Junior Licence
Licence issued to drivers who must be over 10 years at 1 July and under 17 years at 1 July of the
relevant year. See section 2.2.3
Lap Sheets and Charts
The official record of the positions of each race car on each lap of the race taken at the finish
line
Log Book
Issued as part of the car registration process and is used to record information of the car and any
identified defects requiring corrective action
Licence
Issued to a person to enable that person to take part in events after the required fees have been
paid
NASR or Affiliated Association
Includes all the associations managing the racing Division endorsed by NASR that are included
on the NASR web site www.nasr.com.au and listed under "Competition Divisions"
Nomination
An application made by a driver to an event organiser by which the driver agrees to take part in a
specific competition, usually involving the payment of a nomination fee
Participant
Any person who participates in the race meeting in any capacity whatsoever
Pits
The restricted area of the speedway complex for the assembly of race cars and tow vehicles
Plea Bargain
An agreement in which the Tribunal Chairman and the defendant arrange to settle a charge of
misconduct against the defendant for an agreed penalty, in exchange for a guilty plea. See Item
5, Annexure A
Pole Line
Determined by cement kerb, gutter, line mark, or other distinct marking at inner edge of racing
surface and commencement of infield
Race
A competition between race cars in which the order of finishing is the factor determining the
result
Race Car
A motor vehicle which complies with the specification of the controlling body for the Division of
car being raced at the race meeting
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Racing Division
A category for race car determined by the class specifications
Racing Surface
The track area between the pole line and safety fence
Registration Decal
Issued when a race car is registered and must be attached to a prominent location on the car
Respondent
Any party to a decision under these rules who is in opposition to the appeal of that decision. If the
appellant is a competitor, the respondent will be the personlbody who is responsible for issuing
the decision against which the appellant is appealing
Rolling Start
A start of race in which the participating cars are rolling under their own power at a regulated
speed towards the starting area
RSA
Restricted Sedan Association of NSW
Senior Licence
Licence in any NASR licence category except for Junior Licence. The licence holder must be
over 16 years of age
SCCA
Sprintcar Control Council of Australia Inc
SKAA
Speedway Kart Association of Australia
Starting Area
As designated by the Chief Steward between turn four and the finish line.
Suspended Sentence
Penalty which is suspended subject to satisfactory completion of a "good behaviour bond" f o ~
a specified period of time. If the conditions of the bond are breached, the relevant tribunal may
determine whether the full penalty must be served and if the breach involves a further breach of
the rules, the tribunal may impose an additional sentence for that offence. If the bond is completed
without further breach, the sentence is not required to be served.
Suspension
A specific period of disqualification given for a breach of these rules or the specifications, which
may or may not include disqualification, applicable retrospectively

PART 1 ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1.I

COMPLIANCE AUTHORITY

1.1.1

The National Association of Speedway Racing, referred to from here as 'NASR',
shall be the authority for the interpretation and compliance auditor of these rules and
regulations, referred to from here as 'these rules'. At any NASR sanctioned race
meeting, this authority is delegated to the Chief Steward.
A Racing Rules Advisory Committee, consisting of representatives of National
competitor groups, and NASR National Council, has the responsibility for the
review of these rules and the presentation of recommendations to the NASR Board
for approval of changes.
It is the responsibility of each participating driver and official to have a copy of, and
be familiar with, all relevant rules and regulations and by participating in a NASR
sanctioned race meeting. Each participant is deemed to understand and has agreed
to comply with and be bound by these rules to the exclusion of all others except
where supplementary regulations for a specific event may take precedent.

DISCLAIMER
These rules are designed to provide for the orderly conduct of speedway race car
meetings and events, (including time trials and practice events) and to establish
minimum acceptable standards for such meetings and events.
No expressed or implied warranty of safety shall result from any publication,
enforcement or compliance with these rules, nor any variation or deviation of these
rules pursuant to section 1.3, nor any supplementary regulations approved pursuant
to section 1.4 and such enforcement and/or compliance is in no way a guarantee
against injury or death to any participant be they a driver, pit crew member, official,
spectator or any person whatsoever.
Neither NASR nor any of the affiliated bodies, clubs or promoters, nor any official
acting in any capacity whatsoever, or any other participant, shall be liable to any
prosecution or action for anything done pursuant to these rules, nor liable for any
death, injury, loss or damage arising by any alleged failure to implement these rules
at a race meeting.
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VARIATION OR DEVIATION FROM THESE RULES
The Chief Steward shall be the only person empowered to permit or direct any
reasonable variation from any of these rules, or to impose any further restrictions
that in his or her opinion do not compromise safety nor alter the minimum acceptable
standards as may be required in order to expedite the conduct of the meeting. The
Chief Steward must have regard to the guidelines for penalties provided in these
rules or associated publications referred to in these rules (if any).
Neither NASR nor any affiliated body nor any Official, using or varying these rules,
shall be liable to prosecution or to any action for damages or breach of contract or
to an injunction order or any judgement of a court at the instance of any member,
driver, mechanic or person admitted to a race track.

SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS
Supplementary rules and regulations, referred to from here as 'supplementary
regulations', required for any long distance race, championship race or feature race
or events where necessary, not covered by these rules must be submitted by the
event promoter to the relevant Association State Executive at least 30 days prior
to the event to allow time for approval and publication on the nomination or entry
forms.
Supplementary regulations may cover such items as pit stops and infield refuelling
and must demonstrate the manner in which existing safety provisions will not be
compromised.
The State Executive or National Executive of the relevant Association has the right
to approve or reject all or part of the supplementary regulations included in the
submission and may stipulate added safety precautions.
The submission must list the date(s) of the event, the name of the event and the
promotional body who will be responsible. It must also list the supplementary
regulations, why they are required and demonstrate the benefit(s) of such
supplementary regulations.
Following the relevant State Executive approval, the details of any supplementary
regulations must be included with any nomination or entry forms for the special
event and must be reiterated at the driver's briefing.
If the supplementary regulations are endorsed by the State Executive, approval will
be forwarded within 14 days of the application, clearly stating the date(s) of the
event, the name of the event and a full list the supplementary regulations and an
approval number for the event.
In the event of extraordinary circumstances (such as a rainout or postponement) the
Executive reserves the right to alter the supplementary regulations in writing and
distribute to all competitors.
Page 2
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SUPERSEDEDRULES
Adoption of these rules shall take precedence over any and all pre-existing rules that
pertained to speedway racing previously conducted or regulated by NASR or other
governing or regulatory body in Australia.
Such precedence shall not affect or change:
(a) Previous operation or interpretation of any rule so annulled or superseded; or
(b) Any right, privilege, obligation or liability acquired, accrued or incurred
pursuant to any rule so annulled or superseded; or
(c) Any penalty or disqualification previously incurred in respect of any offence
committed against any rule so annulled or superseded.
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PART 2 PRE RACE REQUIREMENTS
NOMINATIONS
The promoter, NASR or the relevant State and National competitor bodies have the
right to refuse any nomination.
A driver cannot nominate more than one car for the same division at the same race
meeting or nominate for two separate race meetings scheduled for the same date. A
driver may however practice in more than one vehicle at the same race meeting, or
compete in another car in another division.
At tracks where drivers are required to nominate, any driver who is a late nomination
or arrives at a race meeting with the intention of competing without nominating,
may be subject to a late nomination fee. The driver may also be required to start at
the rear of the field during any heat races.

LICENCES
All drivers and officials participating in any race meeting must be in possession of
a current and relevant NASR or NASR affiliated organisation issued photo licence
and an Infringement Card that is free of unpaid fines and current suspensions.
If a driver competes in a race meeting and subsequent to that meeting it is confirmed
that the driver does not have a Licence for the division in which the driver raced he
shall be disqualified from that meeting and fined $500.
NASR provides licence categories ranging from Sprintcar Drivers (AA Licence) to
Junior Mechanics (JM Licence). The definition of these categories is available from
the NASR web site (www.nasr.com.au) under "Competition", and then "Licence
Categories".
A Driver's Infringement Card must be appended to each Race Driver's Licence,
this card carrying a record of infringements that resulted in a fine or period of
suspension. Upon service of an Infringement Notice, the Chief Steward must fill in
the Driver's Infringement Card.
A NASR Junior Licence and Junior Drivers Infringement Card are issued to drivers
aged over 10 years at 1 July and under 17 years at 1 July of the relevant year, subject
to State Government requirements.
Only persons 16 years or older may apply for a Senior Licence.
Once a Junior driver has graduated to a Senior Licence category and races with this
licence that driver is ineligible for further competition as a Junior Driver.
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2.2.8

Junior drivers are not permitted to compete against senior drivers.

2.2.9

Photo licences and an Infringement Card must be available for inspection by the Chief
Steward, Scrutineer, Race Secretary or other authorised race meeting official.

2.2.10

Any driver receiving payments under any Workers Compensation scheme or benefits
from any accident insurance policy is only permitted to compete if a recognised
medical practitioner has provided a medical clearance.

2.2.11

Drivers receiving medical treatment shall produce a medical certificate stating that
they are medically fit to compete before a Licence will be issued in accordance with
NASR policy.

2.2.12

Whether through an accident, or for any other reason, a driver is considered unfit to
continue racing, the Chief Steward, after consulting with ambulance or paramedic
personnel, will order that the driver not compete for the remainder of the meeting.
Drivers receiving medical treatment shall produce a medical certificate stating that
they are medically fit before being permitted to compete in any event.
A driver competing in a race meeting must have the following items at a speedway
track to be allowed to compete:
(a) A current NASR Drivers Licence and Infringement Card
(b) A current registered speedway car
(c) A current log book for that vehicle
(d) Safety apparel complying with specification of racing category
(e) A current Australian Speedway Racing Rule book
(0 A current class specification book

2.2.14

A passenger (as approved in some classes) must also have items (a), (d), and (e).

2.2.15

In the event of items (a), (c) or (e) being unavailable on race day, due to extenuating
circumstances only, temporary issue form for those items must be completed before
being allowed to compete. These forms are available from the race day secretary or
Pit Marshall and must be forwarded to the State Secretary with the nominated fee.

2.2.16

Log books are issued to officials when they receive their licences. These log books
should be used to record training courses attended and also record race meetings
where the official participated.

2.2.17

NASR One Day Licences are not to be used for speedway competition except NASR
Licence categories B, E and V, and are designed for celebrity events, persons wanting to practice and other non-regular competition. One Day Licences are issued
by NASR National Office or the NASR State Body. The details of the NASR One
Day Licence policy are available from NASR web site (www.nasr.com.au) under
"Competition" and then "Licence Categories".
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NEW DRIVERS

2.3.1

New licences will only be issued to drivers that have passed the NASR licence
medical examination and also passed a theoretical driver's examination as per
NASR policy guidelines.

2.2.1

Drivers competing in their first race meeting will be required to start rear of field and
continue to do so until the Chief Steward clears them to start in the field.

2.3.3

Chief Stewards are required to view Drivers Licence and endorse the Infringement
Card before the competitor can start in the field.

2.3.4

Upon receipt of a NASR One Day Licence a prospective new licensed driver, may
practice with licensed drivers at official practice sessions.
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PART 3 TECHNICAL
RACE CAR REGISTRATIONS AND LOG BOOKS
3.1.1

All race cars competing in NASR sanctioned race meetings or events must be
registered by a NASR affiliated body or other body approved of by NASR for this
purpose.
Upon registration, a Race Car Log Book must be issued for each car. The log book
must remain with that car for the season. Upon sale of a car the log book will transfer
with the car to the new owner. Log Books are not transferable between cars.
A lost log book can be replaced by presenting an application form, with the
appropriate fee where required, to the club secretaries.
Before competition, registered cars must have a registration decal affixed in a
prominent but protected location on the car, such decal clearly showing the period
of validity of the registration.
All entries in log books for repairs must be completed prior to the next race meeting
unless otherwise stated.
Log books will be checked at scrutineering for validity and outstanding work orders.
If the log book is presented with work orders outstanding, the driver will be given the
option of fixing the faults. If the driver deems not to fix the faults the car concerned
will not be cleared to race. The log book will be retained by officials and forwarded
to the relevant club State Secretary.

RACE CAR COMPLIANCE
All race cars shall comply with the specification requirements of the relevant
state, national or other controlling or sanctioning bodies. Such authorities shall be
responsible for race car compliance, and also should provide recommendations on
actions or penalties in respect to race car non-compliance to the Chief Steward. The
Chief Steward must have regard to the guidelines for penalties provided in these
rules or associated publications refferred to in these rules (if any) when imposing
penalties for non-compliance.
Prior to the commencement of each racing season and at any other time that a
member association may direct, the owner of every car shall submit his car and
safety equipment for inspection at a time to be decided by the member association.
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33

SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

3.3.1

Drivers participating in any race, time trial, hot laps, track packing, or official
practice, must wear all approved safety equipment and protective clothing as
required by the class specification manual for the relevant race car division. These
requirements may be relaxed for grand parades and driver presentations, as may be
authorised during the driver's briefing.

3.3.2

NASR has established a Speedway Safety Advisory Committee (SSAC) which
researches, investigates and provides recommendations on speedway related safety
matters. The SSAC has developed safety apparel standards for speedway drivers,
which have been approved by the NASR Board. The minimum standards for safety
apparel for the various racing Divisions are presented at Annexure D.

3.3.3

At any race meeting, time trial, hot laps or official practice session, the minimum
requirements are:
(a) Regular meeting standard quantity of fire extinguishers and fire crew
(b) Race Meetings and Official Practice Sessions require:
Minimum of two ( 2 ) first aiders (Paramedics, Ambulance Service, Doctor
or qualified first aid personnel)
Station wagon capable of transporting minor injury case
Appointed person equipped with an operative mobile phone and supplied
with the phone number to the nearest road transport ambulance station
It
is
compulsory that an approved State Service road going Ambulance
(c)
is present at all Sprintcar meetings and is highly desirable at all other race
meetings.
(d) Local Ambulance Service notified that you are holding a race meeting or
practice on that day
(e) A designated person eg Steward to be clearly in control of all activities on the
day
All
participants, including officials and crews to sign a "Release and Waiver
(f)
of Liability Assumption and Risk and Indemnity Agreement" form prior to pit
entry
(g) All participants must understand that in accordance with their duty of care, the
choice is clearly theirs if they decide to participate under the conditions that
exist at the time

3.3.4

For any private practice or training session not including Sprintcars, the minimum
safety requirements are two persons other than the driver, a suitable fire-extinguisher
for which they are familiar with its use, an industrially acceptable first aid kit and a
serviceable telephone.
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For Sprintcar drivers, minimum safety requirements for practice are:
(a) A minimum of two paramedic personnel or First Aiders approved by St John
(b) Suitable trained, attired and equipped fire fighters
(c) Station wagon or vehicle capable of transporting minor injury cases
(d) Appointed person equipped with a mobile phone and supplied with the phone
number of the nearest road transport ambulance service
(e) Local Ambulance notified that you are holding a practice on that day
A designated person eg a Steward, to be clearly in control on the day
(f)
(g) Only one Sprintcar to be on the track at one time
(h) All drivers and crews to sign an Insurer's Sprintcar Practice WaiverIIndemnity
form and to be clearly informed the emergency provisions may not be to the
standards of race meetings
(i) All participants must understand that the choice is clearly theirs if they decide
to participate under the conditions that prevail
At any time, all drivers, owners and pit crew will dress in a clean and tidy manner.
Open footwear is not permitted in the pit area during a race meeting.
In accordance with the NASR Track Operators Manual a set of pit rules have been
implemented for use during sanctioned race meetings. These rules are provided at
Annexure G - Pit Rules.

MIRRORS AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
No rear or side view mirrors or highly polished panels intended for this purpose are
permitted on any race car.
One-way in-car communications is permitted only from the Chief Steward (or his
delegated official) to the Driver.
No additional communication equipment is permitted to any race car driver in a race
car on the race track. A minimum penalty of 12 months suspension will apply to any
driver and car owner (where driver is not the car owner) if found guilty of using an
unauthorised communication device.

NOISE CONTROL
The maximum permissible race car noise level is 95 dB.
The measurement and monitoring of noise levels is the sole responsibility of the
promoter of the race meeting and shall be conducted according to the latest Locql,
State or Federal Government guidelines, as applicable. Race officials shall give full
support to noise control monitoring procedures undertaken by the promoter.
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3.3.5

A car may be disqualified from a race for exceeding maximum permissible noise
levels, but will always initially receive a noise flag warning. If they continue to
exceed the noise level requirements a black flag will be shown. Failure to obey the
black flag will result in a penalty in accordance with Section 4.17.2.

-

-

Roof Numbers Plates ASCFISSA, RSA and AMCA Refer Annexure E, Part C,
3.6
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PART 4 RACE PROCEDURES
4.1

FLAG, LIGHT AND BOARD SIGNALS

4.1.1

All flags shall be a minimum of 600mm x 600mm. Stripes on flags shall be 80mm
wide and spots shall be 300mm diameter.

4.1.2

All race meetings conducted at night must have serviceable green, yellow and red
lights. These lights shall be used in addition to green, yellow and red flags.

4.1.3

The following light and flag signals will be used for all race car divisions:
CROSSED YELLOW
and GREEN FLAGS

Field to form up for a start or a complete restart

GREEN LIGHT and
FLAG

Start, or restart of race, or race is in progress

YELLOW LIGHT and
FLAG

Caution - hold position at reduced safe speed

RED LIGHT and FLAG

Stop immediately and do not go past accident scene
or cut across infield - while exercising due caution

BLACK FLAG with
WHITE DIAGONAL
STRIPE

Warning - due to rule infringement. Driver is
subject to enquiry from Chief Steward and may be
penalised for infringement(s)

BLACK FLAG

Disqualification - driver to withdraw from race using
caution whilst doing so

BLACK FLAG with
WHITE SPOT

Mechanical defect - driver to withdraw to infield
where fault may be rectified

YELLOW FLAG with
BLACK DIAGONAL
STRIPE

Noise flag - driver may continue to race, but if noise
level remains high, black flag will result

BLUE FLAG with
YELLOW SPOT

Lapping flag - car is soon to be lapped. Lapped car
to hold line and not impede lapping traffic

WHITE FLAG (or light)

One lap to go

BLACK AND WHITE
CHEQUERED FLAG

Finish of event - reduce speed gradually

Where any confusion is possible as for which car a flag signal is intended, the flag
should be shown in conjunction with a board showing the race car number and
where possible through the use of one-way communications.
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In conjunction with flag signals, the following signboard signals may be shown:
REAR OF FIELD or ROF - together with a race car number to avoid
confusion
COMPLETE RESTART - for a restart in accordance with section 4.12
SINGLE FILE RESTART - for a restart in accordance with section 4.13

DIRECTION OF RACING
The direction of racing is anticlockwise for the majority of racing divisions, however
where applicable, the direction of racing will be determined by the racing division.

DUMMY GRID LINE UP
Cars should take up their correct position on the dummy grid ready to race before
entering the track. The Pit Marshall will close up any spaces left by any scratching
by moving cars forward in their rows.
Any driver whose car is not positioned on the dummy grid and has notified the Pit
Marshall, will be given two minutes to have their car ready at the pit gate. The
two minute time commences when all the cars in the race are on the race track and
moving.
No work or adjustment can be carried out on a car while it is on the dummy grid.
Any car requiring any work or adjustment must be taken from the dummy grid and
returned to the pit area.
Once the cars are on the track, prior to the start of a race and there is a withdrawal
then the cars move straight forward to fill the gap.

PUSH STARTS
Each race car is allowed one push start without penalty before the initial race start
and a restart following any red lightlflag stoppage where the incident did not involve
that car, and the car stopped due to the red light, or the car was an innocent party in
the stoppage.

-

Sprintcars Refer Annexure E, Part A, 4.4
Speedcars Refer Annexure E Part B, 4.4
For all race cars, when a car is receiving a push start, if that car does not start within
one lap then the car must be shown the mechanical defect flag and directed onto the
infield.

RACE STARTS
Drivers are responsible for knowing their grid positions and maintaining these
positions until the green lightlflag. Any car that delays the start more than two minutes
will go rear of field. Any car still not ready by the time the green is shown will be
excluded from the race.
If a race is to be gridded up using a pace car, once the pace car is established on the
race track, no race car may pass the pace car (either on the race track or by running
across the infield) for the purpose of chasing and joining the field. Offending drivers
will be subject to a $100.00 fine. The correct method is to slow down and allow the
field to catch up, and then merge into position.
When the field is formed up and a start is imminent, the yellow lights and flags will
be switched off and withdrawn, during the first half of the final roll-up lap.
The starting line will be represented by a white line placed across the circuit at a
location to be determined by the Chief Steward between turn 4 and the finish line.
At a point determined by the Chief Steward (approximately mid-track), a white T
line can be positioned which will intersect the starting line, running parallel to the
circuit fence. These lines will be identified to drivers prior to the start of each race.
The car starting on pole must pass beneath the T line and the car starting on the
outside of the front row must pass outside of the T line. Any driver starting in the
first row and crosses this centre line will be shown the warning flag for the first
offence and will go rear of field for the second offence.
The pole car determines the speed of the start, but must bring the field to the acceleration zone at a constant moderate pace. The acceleration zone is defined as the
zone between the exit of turn four (which may be marked by a white line) and the
finish line. As the pole car reaches the acceleration zone, or somewhere within this
zone, the green lightiflag will be shown.
A start will not be aborted, but if the Chief Steward declares a 'no start', the yellow
lightlflag signal will be given after about half a lap, and the field will be required to
carefully slow down and grid up again.
Where time trials are used to determine starting positions in heat races any car that
is unable to do a lap in time trials will automatically start ROF in the heat races for
that race meeting.
Any driver not taking their time trial in the correct time trial order has the option of
one lap at the end with 11th the best possible qualifying position.
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4.6

STARTING OPTION

4.6.1

In race formats where the highest point scorer starts the feature race on pole, the
highest point scoring driver will be given the option of starting in either the inside
or outside position of the front row.

4.6.2

The option must be exercised prior to the cars forming up on the dummy grid. There
will be no change to any other starting positions.

4.6.3

The car starting from position one will be pole car.

BREAKING FORMATION OR JUMPING THE START
4.7.1

All drivers must hold their correct positions and not accelerate until the green light/
flag is shown. Any car, including the pole car, that breaks formation or jumps the
start will be shown the warning flag for the first offence and will go rear of field for
the second offence. A car that baulks or slows down will also be considered to have
broken the start.

4.7.2

If a car breaks formation or jumps the start from within the field, but the Chief
Steward wishes the race to continue, the warning flag will be shown to the offending
driver and the driver may be penalised. If the jumped start enabled cars to be passed
unfairly, the driver will be put back two positions for each car so passed. This
penalty will be applied at the next stoppage, or if no stoppage, will be applied in
the results.

RECKLESS OR DANGEROUS DRIVING
Except for specific race car divisions (fender benders, etc.), speedway racing is a
non-contact sport. No driver shall ever allow his or her car to make deliberate,
reckless or negligent contact with any other car either in roll-up laps, during the
race, after the race or in the pits.
4.8.2

Unless directed by an official, any race car travelling at speed on the infield will be
considered as dangerous driving.

4.8.3

Anyone driving contrary to sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2 will be excluded from the race.
For serious offences the driver could also be subject to an Infringement Notice. As
it is not possible to be certain whether contact between cars has been deliberate, and
so that it cannot be argued in a driver's defence at a dispute hearing or a subsequent
appeal, an Infringement Notice relating to reckless or negligent driving will not use
the word 'deliberate'.
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PASSING
Any driver who intends to overtake (pass) another car, must first be reasonably sure
that the passing move is possible without making contact with the other car and then
must execute the move as cleanly as possible.
Any driver who becomes aware that another car is making a passing move must not
change line so as to inconvenience the passing car, nor deprive that car of adequate
space on the race track. However, unless the car being passed is a lapped car, there
is no obligation for this car to facilitate the passing move, the only obligation being
not to change line in such a way that is intended to impede or to make the passing
move more difficult.
If the Chief Steward believes that any passing move has been contrary to sections
4.9.1 and 4.9.2, the offending driver will be subject to a warning flag. This applies
to both a driver trying to pass and a driver trying to impede the pass. For any driver
who makes gains by careless passing will be penalised two positions for each car
passed. This penalty will be applied at the next race stoppage, or if no stoppage,
will be applied in the results.
No driver shall put any wheel on the infield (below the pole line) when racing and
in particular when to attempting a passing move. Any driver who uses the infield
to pass another car will be put back two positions for each car passed. This penalty
will be applied at the next race stoppage, or if no stoppage, will be applied in the
race results.
For persistently careless passing, aggressive blocking, or for a driver who repeatedly
uses or passes on the infield, a rear of field penalty will be applied at the next
stoppage, or if no stoppage, applied in the race results. At the Chief Steward's
discretion an offending driver may be disqualified by black flag.
4.9.6

A summary of offences which will give rise to a Loss of Positions are listed in
Annexure C, Penalties Guideline, Part 4.

4.10

RACE TRACK RE-ENTRY

4.10.1

Any driver who loses control to the infield or who otherwise leaves the race track
for any reason and wishes to rejoin the race may do so only with the utmost care and
consideration for the safety of other drivers. To avoid conflict, cars must re-enter
the track at the most acute angle possible and track re-entry on comers should be
avoided.

4.10.2

If the Chief Steward believes that any race track re-entry has been careless or
reckless, the driver will be subject to a warning flag, a rear of field penalty or a black
flag disqualification andlor a fine, depending on the severity of the offence.
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RACE INCIDENTS AND STOPPAGES
Following a race crash or incident for which the Chief Steward orders yellow caution
lights and flags, all cars not directly involved in the incident must slow down to a
safe speed and hold their position.
Any car that passes car(s) while rolling around the track under yellow lights may be
subjected to being put back two positions for each car passed.
Following a more serious race crash of a car rolling over or if an ambulance appears
necessary the Chief Steward will order red lights and flags to stop the race.
Once the red lightlflag has been instigated, all drivers will bring their cars to an
immediate safe stop. They are not to pass the accident scene or drive across the
infield past the accident. Any driver failing to stop may incur a minimum fine of
$100 and/or sent to the rear of the field for the restart and may be disqualified from
that race meeting.
Any car stopping due to a red light, but not involved in the incident and not judged
to be a contributing cause will be reinstated in the restarting order, regardless of
whether a push start is required.
Any car judged by the Chief Steward to be the absolute and sole cause of any
stoppage will go to the very rear of field in the restart, regardless of whether the car
stopped and regardless of whether other cars required a push start.
If the Chief Steward is unable to determine the primary cause of an incident, or
judges more than one driver to be at fault, two or more cars may be sent to the rear
of the field, with the car suspected of being most at fault placed at the very rear.
This is to be applied regardless of whether any particular car stopped or required a
push start.
Any driver considered by the Chief Steward to have been the primary cause of two
stoppages in the same race may be disqualified from that race.
Any work on cars during a yellow or red light stoppage may be carried out pursuant
to section 4.26 of these rules.
Any car involved in an incident, but judged by the Chief Steward to be completely
blameless, unless a Sprintcar or a Speedcar requiring a push start, will be reinstated
in the starting order.
Any driver who fails to obey any signal or direction given by the Chief Steward or
an official appointed by the Chief Steward may be subject to a fine up to $1,000
and/or suspension up to 12 months and/or disqualification.
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COMPLETE RESTARTS
If a first lap stoppage has no obvious cause, except for too many cars on the same
area of race track, the Chief Steward may order a complete restart with no rear of
field penalties applicable, except for Sprintcars and Speedcars where push starts are
required.
Once the race has started no driver may switch cars.
If a stoppage occurs before the last running car has completed one full lap, a complete
two wide restart (or three wide if applicable for a particular division) will be ordered
with grid positions as for the initial start, but modified by exclusions and cars sent
rear of field. If there are any cars not taking their original starting position then the
cars move straight forward to fill the gap.

SINGLE FILE RESTARTS
If a stoppage occurs after the last running car has completed at least one full lap,
a single file restart will be ordered, with the starting order as for the previously
recorded complete lap, but modified by exclusions and cars sent rear of field.
For single file restarts a cone marker will be located at the finish line. The cone should
be placed approximately mid track ensuring that there is sufficient room between the
cone and the fence for drivers to safely pass the cone while accelerating.
Any driver refusing to accept the restart position directed by the officials will be
shown a warning flag for the first refusal, will be sent rear of field for the second
refusal and will be black flagged for the third refusal in any one race.
Laps under the caution flag will not be counted on lap score sheets.
When the single file is correctly formed up and a start is imminent, the yellow lights
will be switched off and flags withdrawn. The lead car determines the speed of the
start, but must bring the field to the cone marker at a constant moderate pace. As the
leader reaches the cone marker, the green 1ightJflag will be shown.
As the leader approaches the cone, no passing move may be commenced until the
cone is passed. Any car that jumps the start, hits the cone or passes it on the inside
or passes another car before the cone will be sent rear of field at the next stoppage,
or if no stoppage at the end of the race.
A car that has not completed a recorded lap of the event after any restart shall not
rejoin the race at a later stage, including if the driver was shown a mechanical defect
flag.
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If an event is stopped with one lap remaining the restart will be run over two laps
(ie green, white, chequered).
A car that has either of the outside tyres flat will be shown the mechanical defect
flag.

-

Sprintcars Refer Annexure E, Part A, 4.13

WARNING FLAG
Any driver who is judged by the Chief Steward during a race to be driving in an
overly aggressive manner, has made careless contact with any other car, has changed
line to impede a passing move or any other act of driving contrary to these rules, will
be advised by one-way radio and/or warning flags.
If confusion is possible, the race car number will be shown with the flag.
Having received a warning flag, if a driver continues to drive in a careless or contrary
manner and receives a second warning flag, the driver will be either sent to the rear
of field, or at the Chief Steward's discretion may be given the black flag. The rear
of field penalty will be applied at the next stoppage, or if no stoppage, applied in
the results.

REAR OF FIELD
Any driver who is shown the rear of field or ROF board during a race stoppage must
follow that instruction and go rear of the line up in the restart. If any confusion is
possible, the race car number will be shown with the ROF board.
When a car on the lead lap goes to the rear of the field, it goes to the rear of the line
up which includes lapped cars but will remain on the lead lap.
If more than one car is sent rear of field, the grid marshal will position all rear of
field cars correctly. Cars sent rear of field due to needing a push start will start in
front of cars sent rear of field due to a race incident or rule infringement.
Any driver who refuses to go rear of field when ordered will be shown the black
disqualification flag.

REAR OF FIELD OFFENCES
A summary of offences for which a driver may be sent to the rear of field are listed
in Annexure C, Penalties Guideline, Part 2.
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I

BLACK FLAG
Any driver who is shown the black disqualification flag, either during the race or
at a race stoppage must immediately and safely withdraw from the race. If any
confusion is possible, the race car number will be shown with the flag.
Any driver who fails to comply with a black flag disqualification order or refuses to
leave the race track when ordered will be served with an Infringement Notice. The
minimum penalty for failure to comply with a black flag is a $300 fine andlor a one
month suspension.
Any driver who continues to ignore the black flag will be fined an additional $100
per lap and/or the driver and car disqualified from the meeting. The maximum
penalty for failure to comply is a $2,000 fine andlor suspension of 2 years.
Any driver who elects to dispute an Infringement Notice served due to their refusal
to accept the black flag can only dispute the refusal to accept the black flag. The
driver will be unable to dispute the incident that originally led to the black flag or
use any aspects of that incident as a defence in the dispute hearing.
BLACK FLAG (DISQUALIFICATION) OFFENCES
A summary of offences for which a driver may be shown a black flag are listed in
Annexure C , Penalties Guideline, Part 1.
DROPPING OF DEBRIS
Any race car that drops any body part, suspension component or other debris on
the race track and this leads to a race stoppage must go rear of field at the restart,
unless it is judged by the Chief Steward not to be that cars fault, then that car may
be restarted in their previous racing position.
Any car that stops after running over another car's debris will not be penalised.
If any part of the engine cover is lost or damaged and compromises the driver's
safety in the Chief Stewards opinion, the car will be shown the black flag.

LAPPED CARS
When a car receives the lapping flag (blue flag with yellow spot) the driver of that
car must expect to be lapped sometime within the next lap or soon after. The lapped
car must hold line (high line or low line) and must not race or impede the lapping
car or cars. The lapping flag will continue to be shown to a driver on each lap that
being lapped by any other car is likely.
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If the Chief Steward believes that a lapped car is ignoring the lapping flag by
impeding lapping traffic or otherwise not complying with section 4.20.1, the lapped
driver may be shown a black disqualification flag.
Any damaged or disabled car rolling around at a slow speed is to be shown the
mechanical defect flag and the car must go immediately to the infield.
In all restarts, lapped cars will retain their positions in the line up as per the previously
recorded lap or as directed by the Chief Steward.

-

Sprintcars Refer Annexure E, Part A, 4 2 0

STOPPING ON TRACK TO FORCE A STOPPAGE
Any driver who, in the opinion of the Chief Steward, has purposely spun or stopped
on the race track to force a race stoppage will be automatically black flagged. The
Chief Steward's interpretation of a driver's intent in this regard is final and will not
be subject to later discussion or complaint.

GETTING OUT OF CAR
Following a race stoppage, until damaged cars are being removed to the infield,
drivers are required to remain in their cars unless there is the risk of fire, or other
obvious inherent danger or there is a specific request to get out by the Clerk of the
Course or Duty Infield Scrutineer.
Unless directed to do so with the approval of the Chief Steward, any driver (with the
exception of Sprintcar drivers) who removes or breaks their seat belts or any safety
apparel or safety equipment whilst in the confines of the race track shall be excluded
from the event.

-

Sprintcars Refer Annexure E, Part A, 4 2 6
Any driver who gets out of a car to remonstrate or make any defamatory gesture
to any official or other driver, or who parades in an undignified manner on the race
track will receive an Infringement Notice and be excluded from the meeting. A
minimum fine of $100 up to maximum fine of $2,000 and/or up to a maximum 12
month suspension applies.
After cars have been removed to the infield, drivers may not approach any official or
other driver for the purpose of abuse or protest. A driver behaving contrary to this
rule will receive an Infringement Notice and penalties specified in section 4.22.3
apply-
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4.23

COMPLETION OF A RACE
When a car has passed under the chequered flag, it must stop racing and slow down
in a safe manner and complete a slowdown lap at reasonable speed.
A race is declared complete when the chequered flag has been displayed and the
last car running has passed under that flag. Race results will be determined from
the transponder records or lap scorer charts, based upon the order in which the cars
cross the finish line completing all the laps of the race. The remainder of the field
will be classified by the greater amount of laps completed and then the order in
which they crossed the finish line on the last completed lap.
The Chief Steward will declare a race complete once the lead car has passed the
chequered flag. If the yellow lightslflags are shown after the lead car crosses the
finish line for an incident all the cars receiving the chequered flag will finish in the
order they crossed the finish line. The remaining cars (excluding those deemed to be
unable to restart) will be recorded as finishing in the order of their last completed lap
not withstanding any penalties which could be applied by the Chief Steward.
When a race is completed, placing will be provisional until:
(a) The lap sheets and/or transponder lap charts have been checked
(b) The scrutineers have given clearance
(c) The Chief Steward has given the all clear
When a race runs over more or less than the advertised number of laps and the
chequered flag is shown, the Chief Steward will declare the race positions in the
order of the cars at the chequered flag.
For feature races only, cars that get the green flag to start the race but are non
finishers may be eligible for points andlor prizemoney.
For heat races, a driver must receive the chequered flag under their own power and
have completed at least one half of race distance to be eligible for points andlor
prizemoney.
Any driver who has received the black flag or is disqualified from a race is not
eligible for points andlor prizemoney.
The Chief Steward may declare complete a final race in which the lead car has less
than one (1) lap to complete the race or in a non final race of greater than eight (8)
laps in which the leader has less than two (2) laps to complete the race.
A driver receiving a mechanical defect flag or who voluntary withdraws and wishes
to finish the race, is permitted to rejoin the race to receive the chequered flag, after
the last running car has finished.
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A driver who is awarded a prize that becomes a disputed prize within 60 days of
that race meeting, is responsible to return that prize to the organisation awarding the
prize. The driver shall be notified of the reasons for the return of the prize. There
shall be no grounds for return of a prize after 60 days have elapsed since the running
of the meeting.

FEATURE RACES DECLARED SHORT
A feature race must be run over the advertised number of laps, except when Section
4.13.8 applies, unless it is required to be declared short by the Chief Steward due
to:
(a) Weather or race track conditions; or
(b) Time or noise curfew; or
(c) A serious race incident involving injury; or
(d) Any request by the police; or
(e) Extreme or exceptional circumstances.
When feature races are not completed;
(a) If feature race is declared with less than one-half of the scheduled laps completed, all prize-money and series points will be divided equally amongst all
starters.
(b) If feature race is declared with at least one-half of the scheduled laps completed, all prize-money and series points will be fully allocated for placings
scored as at the last completed lap, modified by any exclusions or rear of field
relegations.
(c) Any cars involved in an incidentls at the time of the race being declared mustbe cleared by the machine examiner to be capable of restarting the balance of
the nominated laps.

MECHANICAL DEFECTS
Whether by the Chief Steward's own judgment or by advice from the infield official,
it is determined that a car cannot safely continue to race, or for any reason is judged
to be a potential hazard to other competitors, the driver will be shown the Mechanical
Defect flag, together with the car number if possible to avoid confusion.
Upon receiving the Mechanical Defect flag, a driver must immediately withdraw
from the race, using utmost caution. Any driver refusing to withdraw when directed
will be shown the black flag. Failure to obey the black flag will result in a penalty
in accordance with section 4.17.2 and 4.17.3.

WORKING ON CARS
At any race stoppage all work must be performed only on the infield at the designated
work area.
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4.26.2

If a car requires repairs at a race stoppage, a time limit of two minutes will be given
from the time the Chief Steward approves the request.

4.26.3

If work has not been completed in time to restart with the field, the car may rejoin
the race at the rear of the field in a subsequent restart if no further completed laps
have been recorded.

4.26.4

A wheel change (due to a flat tyre) is only permitted for Sprintcars, Speedcars, V8
Dirt Modifieds and NOS Sprints during a red lighuflag stoppage on the first lap of a
State or National title or for other major or feature events where this is approved by
a supplementary regulation. Two minutes only will be given for the wheel change,
which in this circumstance only may be assisted by infield officials. Any car that has
had a wheel change will go rear of field in the restart.

4.26.5

If the Chief Steward has declared an "Open Red Light" situation during a red light/
flag stoppage for a Sprintcars and Speedcars race only three members of pit crew
may work on the car. Prior to the opening of the pit gate and allowing crews into
the designated work area to work on during an "Open Red Light" situation the Chief
Steward must consider factors such as time available, number of cars involved in
incident and OH&S responsibilities.

4.26.6

Following a race stoppage when the Chief Steward has deemed the track to be
clear the yellow lighuflag will signal for cars to be started. Cars will be given two
minutes from the time the last ready car to be started has moved onto the track. Cars
delaying the restart beyond the two minutes and not ready by the time the green is
shown shall be excluded from the event.

4.26.7

With the exception of Sprintcars, Speedcars, V8 Dirt Modifieds and NOS Sprints,
the only work permitted on race cars after they enter the racing arena is to be done
by infield officials and is limited to the removal of damaged body panels using basic
tools such as hammers, chisels, hacksaws, tin snips and crowbars, and the effecting
of repairs using race tape, cable ties or similar. The driver must not break his seat
belts or get out of the car unless requested to do so by the Clerk of the Course or
infield official, otherwise the car will be disqualified.

4.26.8

Infield officials are not permitted to add fuel, oil or water, change wheels (except
under section 4.26.4), wash radiators, do any mechanical adjustments or change any
setting.

-

Sprintcars Refer Annexure E, Part A, 4 2 6
Speedcars Refer Annexure E, Part B, 4.26
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4.27

UNAUTHORISED ENTRY TO RACE TRACK

4.27.1

Any crew member or other person, proven to be associated with a driver or car,
who enters the race track under yellow or red light situations without the expressed
authority of the Chief Steward will be subjected to a $500 fine with'the associated
driver also being fined $500 andlor disqualified from the meeting at the discretion
of the Chief Steward.

4.27.2

Subsequent incidents of unauthorised entry to the race track will result in a 12
month suspension for the offender and a $1000 fine and/or disqualification from the
meeting for the driver.

REFUELLING
No infield refuelling is permitted unless approved by a supplementary regulation
pursuant to section 1.4 and such approval will only be granted for special long distance events. The refuelling procedures will be specifically detailed in the supplementary regulations and also reiterated during the driver's briefing.

-

Sprintcars Refer Annexure E, Part A, 4 2 8

4.29

SUBSTITUTE CARS

4.29.1

A substitute car may be used by a nominated driver providing that:
(a) The substitute car has been nominated for that meeting
(b) If the substitution occurs before the meeting has begun, the car starts from the
drivers original drawn position in the heats
(c) If the substitution occurs after the meeting has begun, the substitute car starts
from the rear of the field in its remaining events
(d) If the substitution occurs after all the heats have been run, the substitute car
starts rear of the field in the final, providing that the car has competed in at
least one previous heat
(e) The Chief Steward is notified and has given permission for the substitution.
(f) If more than one car is used by one driver in one meeting, they are all subject
to engine and/or fuel checks
(g) Points will be allocated to the driver.

-

Sprintcars Refer Annexure E, Part A, 4 2 9
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NATIONAL AND STATE TITLES
To be eligible to compete in a National Title and Series, and State Titles, a driver
must have competed in a minimum of two race meeting, or more at the discretion
of the relevant organising body, in the current season or previous 12 months in the
division racing for the Title event and have their licence accordingly endorsed by a
Chief Steward.
At the discretion of the association conducting the Title event, dispensation can be
provided if the driver has driven in an affiliated class or a division determined by
the organising association as providing requisite experience, in the current season
or previous 12 months.
The previous years champion shallbe allowed to defend the title but must compete
in the heats. However, if the champion fails to qualify in this manner a rear of field
start is permitted in their own or a substitute car.
Heat points for National racing divisions Australian and State Titles are as follows:
ASCFI
SSA
SKAA
AMCA

Sprintcars Speedcars

F500

RSA

1

36

22

25

25

33

2

28

19

20

20

26

3

23

17

16

17

21

4

17

15

13

12

18

5

13

13

11

10

15

6

10

11

10

8

13

7

8

9

9

6

11

8

6

7

8

5

9

9

5

5

7

4

8

10

4

4

6

3

7

11

3

3

5

2

6

12

2

2

4

1

5

13

1

3

4

14

2

3

15

1

2

16

1
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PART 5 OFFICIALS AND THEIR DUTIES
ACCREDITATION OF OFFICIALS
5.1.1

The training and accreditation of officials will be implemented by NASR in
conjunction with the affiliated associations with the requirement that all officials to
complete a NASR accredited Officials Training Program. To retain their accreditation Officials are required to complete a further accreditation program every two
years thereafter.

-

ASCFlSSA Refer Annexure E, Part C , 5.1
The structure of the development program for Stewards is provided below:
(a) Trainee Steward
Issued with trainee licence and log book
Undertake Official Training Course within12 months
To upgrade must officiate at minimum of 6 race meetings, and pass the
training program
(b) Assistant Steward
Minimum of 6 race meetings with 12 months of training
Log book to be endorsed
Club steward to supervise as required
To upgrade, must apply to Club Steward with support and
recommendation from club and assessment by State Steward for approval
(c) Club Steward
Can now steward club meetings at any track
Log book to be issued and endorsed
Attend refresher training course
To upgrade must officiate at a minimum of 6 race meetings within 12
months and be assessed by State Steward
(d) Chief Steward
Attend approved refresher course every two years
Log book to be issued and endorsed
Eligible to steward all National and State competition
To maintain credentials must steward a minimum of 3 race meetings per
year
5.1.3

Any Official officiating at events involving Junior drivers must have a Police
clearance and also comply with any specific requirements of State Government
Departments.
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CHIEF STEWARD
For these rules, the Chief Steward is defined as the NASR or affiliated association
licensed steward who is in charge of the relevant race car division for the applicable
meeting. At any NASR or affiliated association sanctioned race meeting, the Chief
Steward for the relevant race car division is the sole authority for that division, for
the interpretation and enforcement of these rules in all respects. All other stewards
and race officials are responsible to the Chief Steward who has the power to direct
or instruct such officials in the conduct of their duties.
Duties and responsibilities of the Chief Steward include:
(a) The control of all drivers, pit crew and officials from the time the participants
enter the speedway complex (including public areas and car parks) until one
hour after the completion of the last event on the race program
(b) The briefing of drivers prior to the commencement of competition. Details of
the driver's briefing are shown in section 5.3 below
(c) Briefing the Officials of meeting
(d) The interpretation and enforcement of these rules
(e) The power to deal with any incident that occurs at a race meeting, whether on
or off the race track, that is not specifically covered by these rules
(f) The right to inquire into the circumstailces of any incident and to ask any NASR
licence holder (driver, pit crew or official) to report to him, and this includes the
requirement to act upon any information brought to notice;
(g) The power to order the removal from the speedway complex of any person who
is interfering with the efficient running of the race meeting
(h) The sole authority to exclude, disqualify, suspend or fine any person, or issue
Infringement Notices
(i) The checking of lap scoring charts and sheets, approval of any alterations to
those sheets, the confirmation of any disqualifications and/or relegations, and
the final approval and signing off of all race finish placings
(j) Ensure that Chief Steward Report is completed at end of race meeting. (Sample
of report at Annexure F - NASR Forms)

DRIVER'S BRIEFING
Drivers and their race cars should be at the speedway complex a minimum of one
hour prior to the advertised starting time although this requirement could be varied
through any event supplementary regulations.
Prior to competition in NASR or affiliated association sanctioned race meetings or
events, all drivers must attend a briefing by the Chief Steward.
Only with the consent of the Chief Steward, may the race car owner or crew chief
attend the briefing in place of the driver and be responsible for taking notes and then
relaying all relevant information to the driver.
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5.3.4

The scheduled time for the driver's briefing must be notified so that all drivers can
ensure to be present. Unless arrangements have been made in accordance with
section 5.3.3, any driver who fails to attend the driver's briefing may be penalised
by being required to start rear of field in all heats, or other suitable penalty that the
Chief Steward may impose. Any driver failing to attend is responsible for ensuring
that he is aware of the content of the drivers' briefing and of any Supplementary
regulations. If applicable, the driver shall also sign a Release and Indemnity form
suitable to the State~Temtorylaws before being permitted to race.

5.3.5

The driver's briefing is to include the following:
(a) Introduction of key officials, particularly the Clerk of Course, Pit Marshals,
Drivers Representative, Scrutineer and any other officials
Location
of fire fighting areas and emergency fire procedures
(b)
(c) Details of any supplementary regulations pursuant to section 1.4
(d) Explanation of any driver introductions or parade laps
(e) Any other information that the Chief Steward thinks is relevant
(f) Duty of Care Statement

5.4

CHIEF SCRUTINEER

5.4.1

For these rules, the Chief Scrutineer is defined as the NASR or affiliated association
licensed scrutineer or technical officer who is in charge of the relevant race car
division for the applicable meeting. At any NASR or affiliated association sanctioned
race meeting, the Chief Scrutineer is the sole authority for the interpretation of the
class specification manual for the relevant race car division.

5.4.2

All other scrutineers, assistant scrutineers and technical officers, are responsible
to the Chief Scrutineer who has the power to direct or instruct such officials in the
conduct of their duties. However, any dispute between the Chief Scrutineer and a
race car owner or driver is to be referred to the Chief Steward for resolution.

5.5

SCRUTINEERING

5.5.1

Prior to competition in NASR or affiliated association sanctioned race meetings
or events, all race cars must be scrutineered by a scrutineer or technical officer
who is approved by NASR or affiliated association and who may be the Chief
Scrutineer or an assistant scrutineer or technical officer who is responsible to the
Chief Scrutineer. In these rules 'Scrutineer' refers to any such approved scrutineer
or technical officer.
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During scrutineering, the Scrutineers duties and responsibilities are to check:
(a) The validity of the driver's Race Driver's Licence
(b) The Driver's Infringement Card for any current suspension or unpaid fines
(c) The Race Car Log Book for previously issued work orders or outstanding
items of non-compliance
(d) The race car for general compliance with the class specification manual applicable for the relevant race car division
(e) All safety equipment and protective clothing for compliance with the requirements for the relevant race car division
Upon passing scrutineering, the Scrutineer will endorse the Race Car Log Book
accordingly and the log book will be signed by the competitor and then returned
to the car owner or driver, or retained until the completion of the race meeting
depending on the relevant licensing body.
Any race car that is not presented for scrutineering at least 60 minutes prior to the
advertised starting time, may be required to start rear of field in the heats, or other
suitable penalty that the Chief Steward may impose.
During competition, the Chief Scrutineer or an Assistant Scrutineer should be
stationed on the infield as an infield official to advise upon the serviceability of race
cars either during a race or following a crash. In respect to a race car serviceability,
the infield official opinion will be final.
At any time during a race stoppage, a driver may enter the infield to enable the
infield official to check car serviceability, and then restart the race without penalty,
but if a push start is required, the car will go to rear of field. Work on cars may be
carried out in accordance with section 4.26.
At any time during a race meeting the infield official or Chief Scrutineer may request
that, following repair work, a car involved in a crash be re-presented for check scrutineering before further competition in that meeting.

INDEMNIFICATION OF SCRUTINEERS AND OFFICIALS
The safety standard of any race car, equipment or apparel is a joint responsibility
of the car owner and driver. Any safety check carried out by a NASR or affiliated
association licensed official does not guarantee that the race car is without fault and
does not absolve the owner and driver of this joint responsibility.
The safety check does not impose any level of liability whatsoever upon the official
and no expressed or implied warranty of safety shall result from any safety check
carried out by any NASR or affiliated association licensed official.
By agreeing to have a race car scrutineered, both the race car owner and driver are
deemed to have indemnified the official against any prosecution, claim, or action
for any death, injury, loss or damage arising from any alleged breach of race car
safety.
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5.7

CLERK OF THE COURSE

5.7.1

The Clerk of the Course shall be responsible directly to the Chief Steward for the
safe and efficient 'on track' operation of the race meeting with duties including:
(a) The responsibility to ensure that prior to race starts or restarts, ambulance
or approved paramedic personnel, flag marshals, track and grid marshals,
suitably attired and equipped fire fighters, and push and tow vehicles are at
their stations and are ready;
(b) The supervision and co-ordination of the various on track personnel, particularly during driver rescue and wreck removal operations;
(c) The declaration of the race track to be 'clear' when all obstructions and debris
from a prior stoppage have been removed from the track; and
The
performance of other infield duties as requested by the Chief Steward.
(d)

5.8

RACE SECRETARY

5.8.1

The Race Secretary shall be responsible directly to the Chief Steward for the 'off
track' operation of the meeting, with duties including:
(a) Being available to drivers and crew chiefs throughout the meeting to help with
queries or concerns relating to the conduct of the meeting;
Being
the first point of contact between drivers, car owners and crew chiefs
(b)
with the Chief Steward;
The
responsibility for the supervision of grid draws, the calculation of heat
(c)
points, determination of grid positions for subsequent races and the notification of all drivers of their grid positions and amendments to these;
(d) The duties of, or supervision of, the pit marshal whose duties are to position
cars on the dummy grid, advise drivers of late changes to grid positions, and
then to marshal race cars onto the race track;
(e) Being available to drivers and crew chiefs to advise on responsibilities
and options relating to Infringement Notices, disqualifications, Charges of
Misconduct, and rights of dispute, and the supply of official NASR forms;
(f) Being available to receive payments for fines and disputes fees, and the
endorsing of Driver's Infringement Cards accordingly.

5.9

ASSISTANT STEWARDS AND OFFICIAL OBSERVERS

5.9.1

These are NASR licensed officials or drivers, who are not driving in that race
meeting, that are positioned around the race track and are in radio contact with the
Chief Steward to give advice, as requested on race incidents. Regardless of the
advice so given, the Chief Steward's judgement and decision is final.

5.9.2

Drivers, car owners and pit crew shall not enter into discussions about any on track
incident with the Assistant Stewards or Official Observers, who are responsible only
to the Chief Steward and not answerable to competitors.
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LAP SCORERS
Lap scorers or transponders shall record the position of each car as it crosses the
finish line, regardless of whether it is lapped or not.
Lap Scorers must be positioned adjacent to the finish line to enable car positions to
be accurately recorded.
During a stoppage, lap scorers shall provide the grid marshal with a list of cars
scored as at the last completed lap.
Lap scorers must ensure that lap-scoring sheets are not altered except by direction
of the Chief Steward. Lap scorers must also ensure that the Chief Steward signs off
any alterations and the final platings.

DRIVERS REPRESENTATIVE
The Drivers Representative must be accessible to the drivers for the duration of the
meeting and to assist them without bias or favour.
The Drivers Representative are required to attend the drivers meeting and also to
liaise between the promoter and race meeting officials on all matters that have an
effect on drivers.
The Drivers Representative must have a current NASR licence and should be
conversant with the racing rules and regulations and be able to advise drivers on the
best method of dealing with matters arising from the conduct of the race meeting.
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PART 6 DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
6.1

NASR DRUG AND ALCOHOL POLICY

6.1.1

The NASR Drug and Alcohol Policy applies to all events and activities held under
the sanction of a NASR Track Permit.

6.1.2

NASR condemns the use of illegal drugs and alcohol in speedway and their use is
contrary to the ethics of sport and potentially harmful to participants and others.

6.1.3

NASR has a zero tolerance regarding the use of drugs and alcohol in sport.

6.1.4

The only legitimate use of drugs in Australian speedway racing is under the
supervision of a physician for a clinically justified purpose. The NASR Licence
holder must ensure that any prescribed medication does not contain a prohibited
substance as listed in section 6.3.

6.1.5

Any individual applying for a NASR or affiliated association Licence or participating
in NASR sanctioned events shall be deemed to have consented to any tests for alcohol
and prohibited substances required by NASR or its designated administrator.

6.1.6

Unannounced testing of NASR or affiliated association licence holders for
prohibited substances during a race meeting will be conducted from time to time by
an independent drug program administrator (IDPA). These tests can be conducted
under the following conditions:

.

Random Selection Testing
Random selection testing of competitors, NASR members and officials for prohibited
substances will be conducted from time to time at the discretion of the NASR General
Manager and the IDPA. Selection of people for testing shall be made at random by
the IDPA with all parties having equal chance of selection. Individuals who are
not selected for random testing, but wish to voluntarily participate in testing shall
be subject to the same testing requirements and subsequent penalties of selected
parties. Any NASR or affiliated association can request for random selection testing
to be conducted.
Critical Incident Testing
Competitors, NASR Members and Officials may be required to submit to a procedure
for the purpose of testing for prohibited substances following any incident or
accident involving injury or death, or a potential for either has occurred or where
there is an accident or damage to property.
Cause or Target Testing
Competitors, NASR Members and Officials may be required to submit to a procedure
for the purpose of testing for prohibited substances where there has been no Critical
Incident but where there is a concern that a responsible person is suspected of
having recently ingested drugs or alcohol and may be in breach of the NASR zero
tolerance policy.
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A NASR or affiliated association licence holder commits a violation of the NASR
Drug and Alcohol Policy if that person refuses to provide a sample for testing when
requested by the assigned testing authority. As a result of the refusal the Chief
Steward will issue an Infringement Notice and the licence holder will be subjected
to the maximum penalty of ten (10) year suspension and $2,000 fine.
A NASR or affiliated association licence holder may be required to submit to a
procedure for the purpose of testing for prohibited substances following any incident
or accident involving injury or property damage or there is reason to believe that a
person is affected by alcohol or drugs.

PROCEDURE FOR DRUG TESTING
The testing for prohibited substances will be conducted utilising saliva based drugscreening equipment.
Those persons chosen for testing will not be able to participate in the event until
such time as a test is complete.
Failure to produce a suitable sample for testing will be deemed as a positive test.
Drivers who test positive will be required to present their competition licence to the
Chief Steward immediately and will be unable to participate any further in the event
and will not be able to enter any restricted areas for the duration of the event.
Any responsible party other than drivers who test positive will not be able to
continue participating in the event and will not be able to enter any restricted areas
for the duration of the event.
Any licensed person alleged to be in breach of these rules will be served with an
Infringement Notice by the Chief Steward requiring the person to appear before the
Race Control Tribunal, and the person will be removed from the pit area.

PROHIBITED SUBSTANCES
While NASR reserves the right to change the list of prohibited substances the broad
classes of substances prohibited in speedway include:
(a) THC (Marijuana, Hashish)
(b) Methamphetarnines
I
(c) Amphetarnines
(d) Cocaine
(e) Benzodiazepines
(f) Opiates (opium, heroin, codeine, morphine)
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6.3.2

Under the NASR Drug and Alcohol Policy, speedway licence holders are required
to have prior written approval for the use of prohibited substances for a therapeutic
purpose. Most of the psychiatric medications are liable to cause some degree of
drowsiness or diminished concentration on performance. The individual response
to these drugs is very difficult to predict and the drugs may be taken for many
different conditions and in varying dosages.

PROCEDURE FOR ALCOHOL TESTING
6.4.1

The testing for the presence of alcohol in.the body is by the analysis of expired air.
Testing should be canied out prior to any competition but may be undertaken at any
time during the event.

6.4.2

An initial test will be undertaken and should this test return a positive reading a
second test will be undertaken within twenty minutes under controlled conditions to
confirm the initial test positive result.

6.4.3

If any speedway licence holder is detected with a blood alcohol content above 0.0
milligrams per 210 litres of air will be declared unfit by the Chief Steward for further
participation in the speedway event.

6.4.4

Any speedway licence holder returning a positive breath test result shall be excluded
from taking any further part in the event by the Chief Steward and may be subject to
further penalties. Any person returning a test result above the required limit will be
required by the Chief Steward to leave the pit area.

POSSESSION OF ALCOHOL
The possession on one's person or the drinking of intoxicating liquor in the pit area
by any person at any time before or during a race meeting is prohibited. The Chief
Steward or their delegate will order the removal from the pit area of any person in
breach of this rule, and if that person is a driver, owner or pit crew member, will
immediately disqualify the relevant driver from the race meeting. That person may
also be subject to further penalties.
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PART 7 BEHAVIOUR, FINES, PENALTIES, AND PROTESTS
With respect to the payment of fines and fees, GST is included.

VERBAL AND PHYSICAL ABUSE
No NASR or affiliated association licence holder at a race meeting shall verbally
or physically abuse (assault) any person, or use any intimidating or threatening
language or actions from the time they enter the speedway complex until they depart
the complex after the meeting is completed.
Any acts of verbal or physical abuse shall be reported immediately to either the
Race Secretary who shall refer the matter to the Chief Steward, or directly to the
Chief Steward, who may, if he deems a charge is warranted, serve an Infringement
Notice on any NASR or affiliated association licence holder.
Where any person at a race meeting receives any form of abuse from a driver, race
car owner, pit crew member, or official this shall be reported to the Chief Steward
who may investigate, and if deems a charge is warranted, disqualify the relevant
person from the race meeting and serve an Infringement Notice on this person.
Where any driver or pit crew member reports verbal or physical abuse from any
other person, unless the abuse has been witnessed by a race official who can give an
accurate report to the Chief Steward, the aggrieved person will be advised to lodge
a Charge of Misconduct and therefore have the matter dealt with by the state Race
Control Tribunal.
Any licence holder who verbally assaults or abuses another person or attempts to
strike another person whilst within a speedway precinct shall be liable to a minimum
fine of $100 up to a maximum fine of $2,000 and/or up to a maximum 12 month ban
from the competition area of a race track.
Any licence holder who strikes or any way physically assaults another person
whilst within a speedway precinct shall be liable to a minimum fine of $100 up
to a maximum fine of $5,000 and/or a maximum two year suspension from the
competition area of a race track.
Any fined licence holder will not be allowed to race or officiate until fines are paid.
The penalties in sections 7.1.5 and 7.1.6 may be in addition to any misconduct and
penalty referred to in section 7.4.

CONTROL OF PIT CREW
A driver shall be held responsible for the appearance and actions of his or her pit crew
and the race car owner from the time they enter the speedway precinct (including
public areas and car parks) until the time they leave the complex.
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7.2.2

So that the pit crew members for which a driver is responsible are known and
documented, at scrutineering a driver should submit a list of pit crew members. It
is desirable that all listed pit crew members are in possession of a current NASR
or affiliated association licence. NASR licence numbers should be included on the
list.

7.2.3

Conduct by any race car owner or pit crew member that is contrary to these rules
may lead to action by way of disqualification of the driver and/or an Infringement
Notice being served upon the crew member or the driver or both.

RECIPROCAL CONDUCT
All NASR and affiliated association drivers, car owners, pit crew and officials will
conduct themselves in a professional and sportsmanlike manner at all times. This is
particularly important when in the presence of members of the public. The courtesy
expected to be shown to officials by competitors must be reciprocated by courteous
and professional conduct being shown to competitors by officials.

7.4

MISCONDUCT

7.4.1

Misconduct is defined as any action or behaviour which will bring, or has the
potential to bring, the sport of speedway racing or the activities of NASR and its
affiliated associations into disrepute.

7.4.2

Any NASR or affiliated association licensed person (official, driver, race car owner,
pit crew or other participants) may prefer a Charge of Misconduct against any other
NASR or affiliated association licensed person alleging an act of misconduct as
defined above.

7.4.3

A Charge of Misconduct shall be submitted in writing on the NASR Schedule 1
form or plain paper duly signed, dated and containing the relevant information
(see Annexure F for sample of information). The paperwork must be received by
the NASR or affiliated association State branch office within 7 days of the alleged
misconduct occurring.

7.4.4

To minimise frivolous or vexatious charges, a fee of $500 must accompany a Charge
of Misconduct, with the exception that the fee will be waived where a charge is
brought by a NASR or affiliated association licensed person who was acting in
an official capacity for the relevant race car division at the time of the alleged
misconduct.

7 -4.5

The NASR or affiliated association State Secretary shall refer the Charge of
Misconduct to the Race Control Tribunal for determination in accordance with
Annexure A of these rules.
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The $500 fee will be reimbursed in the event of the person charged being found
guilty of the charge by the tribunal, regardless of whether or not an appeal has been
lodged, and regardless of the result of the appeal.
Any decision of the Race Control Tribunal pertaining to a Charge of Misconduct can
be appealed by any aggrieved party to the Speedway Appeals Tribunal in accordance
with section 8.1.6.

INFRINGEMENT NOTICE
An Infringement Notice is a written notice served by the Chief Steward or nominee
on any NASR or affiliated association licence holder to notify the person of an
offence punishable by disqualification, a fine andlor a period of suspension. An Infringement Notice for a racing or on track incident is to be served, or the driver
verbally advised, within one hour of the completion of the race meeting in which
the alleged offence occurred. However, if this is not practical then it should be
forwarded to the alleged infringing party ("defendant") by hand or registered mail
within 7 days of the incident occurring. The offending party will have the right of
appeal as specified in section 8.1.2.
For non-race offences, the Infringement Notice should be served by the Chief
Steward or nominee within one hour of the alleged offence being committed.
However, if this is not practical then it should be forwarded to the defendant by
hand or registered mail within 7 days of the incident occurring. The defendant will
have the right of appeal specified in section 8.1.2.
When a Chief Steward or a delegated official issues an Infringement Notice the
following should apply:
a) Top Copy:
to the NASR or affiliated association State branch (to accompany
any appeal documents)
b) Duplicate:
to the offender
c) Triplicate
retained by the issuing bodykteward
Any driver who refuses to receive the Chief Steward's Infringement Notice will
forfeit their right of appeal.
When the intention to appeal an Infringement Notice has been given, the appellant
will then be issued with the appeal form.
The Chief Steward will not be required to issue an Infringement Notice for penalties
given and carried out during a race.
A driver must be notified of an offence or penalty arising from a race by either:
i) Boards or flags displayed by the Chief Steward or his appointed official whilst
the race is in progress
ii) Verbal notification during a race or at the completion of the race
iii) Notification by way of an Infringement Notice issued in accordance with
sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2.
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The fine and/or period of suspension will normally be determined by the Chief
Steward and nominated on the Infringement Notice, but for charges pursuant to
sections 6.1,6.2,6.4 and 7.1 of these rules, or for such other offences that the Chief
Steward may decide, the notice will require a mandatory appearance before the
State Race Control Tribunal, in which case the matter will be determined and any
fine and/or suspension will be set by the Tribunal.
Any fine or suspension will be noted in the Driver's Log Book, Licence, or
Infringement Card.
This matter can be finalised by payment of the fine and/or serving the period of
suspension, as applicable. Any fine nominated on the Infringement Notice must be
paid to the Race Secretary, host club or other relevant authority before any further
competition, even if the competitor intends to dispute the matter.
If a period of suspension is nominated on the notice, further competition at that
race meeting is permitted only if the competitor gives verbal notification to the
Chief Steward or Race Secretary of his or her intention to dispute the matter and the
dispute fee of $1,000 has been paid. Competition (pending a dispute hearing) at any
later race meeting is permitted only after section 8.1.2 has been satisfied.
If an Infringement Notice is served for any offence pursuant or contrary to sections
6.1,6.2,6.4 and 7.1 of these rules, or any other offence where the notice requires
a person to appear before the State Tribunal, further competition by that person is
not permitted until the matter has been dealt with by the relevant tribunals and all
judgments have been satisfied, unless the requirements of section 7.5.13 have been
satisfied.
In circumstances where any delays in conducting a State Tribunal could unreasonable
affect the future competition of a driver who has received an Infringement Notice
the NASR National Office may provide written dispensation allowing competition
in future meetings until a Tribunal can be held. The driver shall not be eligible for
any prizemoney or points until after the State Tribunal hearing.
Any NASR or affiliated association official incurring a suspension is no longer
permitted to act in any official position they held from which the time suspension
was imposed to the time the suspension has expired.
Any administrative or typographical errors or omissions by the Chief Steward on
an Infringement Notice does not alter the effectiveness of the notice and may be
subsequently corrected.

INFRINGEMENT NOTICE OFFENCES
The summary of offences for which a driver will receive an Infringement Notice are
listed in Annexure C, Penalties Guideline, Part 3 .
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Offences for which an Infringement Notice will be served requiring a mandatory
appearance before the State Race Control Tribunal for determination are:
(a) A driver returning a alcohol breath test - refer to section 6.4
(b) A person in possession of or drinking liquor in the pits - refer to section 6.5
(c) A NASR licence holder under the influence of or in possession of any
prohibited substance - refer to sections 6.1 and 6.2
(d) Acts of verbal or physical abuse - refer to section 7.1

PROTESTS
No avenue of protest, dispute or appkal is available against any decisions of the Chief
Steward or any other official during a race meeting, unless the matter is notified by
an Infringement Notice served by the Chief Steward.
All protests/appeals for disqualification shall be heard after the race meeting is
completed, not during. Any driver stopping on the race track to protest will be
disqualified from that race.

-

ASCFISSA Sedans Refer Annexure E, Part C, 7.7

TECHNICAL
All race cars must comply with the specification requirements of the relevant state,
national or other controlling or sanctioning bodies, as amended from time to time.
If at any time during a race meeting or during subsequent inspection after a race
meeting, a race car is found to be not complying with the specification requirements
the Chief Steward will issue an Infringement Notice to disqualify that car from the
race meeting and in the Chief Steward's discretion, impose a fine of up to $2,000
and/or a suspension of up to two years.
Without limiting section 7.8.2the maximum penalties of 24 months suspension and,
or a $2,000 fine may be imposed for the following:
(a) Any unauthorised person altering or person misrepresenting a Log Book
(b) Any person making a false Log Book declaration or knowingly provides
wrong information for the registration of a race car
(c) The deliberate destruction of a Log Book
(d) Any person misrepresenting a race car or safety apparel
(e) Abuse of safety equipment
(f)
Use of illegal fuel
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PART 8 APPEALS AND TRIBUNALS
RIGHTS OF DISPUTE AND APPEAL
8.1.1

Any owner, driver, official or other NASR or affiliated association Licence holder
may appeal to the Race Control Tribunal (NASR) any penalty imposed by the Chief
Steward which has been notified by an Infringement Notice. In these rules the word
'dispute' and its derivations will be used to refer to the disputing of an Infringement
Notice before the Race Control Tribunal.

8.1.2

Any recipient of an Infringement Notice ("defendant") who wishes to dispute the
matter must, within forty eight (48) hours of its service, give verbal, email or faxed
notification to the NASR or affiliated association State office in the state in which
the notice was issued of his or her intention to do so. A written dispute notification,
on the NASR Schedule 2 form (see Annexure F for sample), and accompanied by
a fee of $1,000, must be received by the NASR or affiliated association State office
within seven (7) days of the original service of the Infringement Notice.

8.1.3

The NASR or affiliated association State Secretary shall check the dispute documentation for compliance and if deficient in respect of lodgement time or fee payment,
the dispute will not be heard and any fee submitted will be refunded. The State
Secretary shall not pre-judge the merits of the dispute nor discuss its likely outcome
with either party.

8.1.4

However, if the dispute documentation is incorrectly completed when received by
the State Secretary an opportunity will be provided for the documentation to be
corrected within an advised time frame before the dispute hearing.

8.1.5

When the dispute documentation is in order, the NASR or affiliated association
State Secretary shall serve written notice on each party, giving at least seven (7)
days notice of the place and date of the hearing, such date should be within twenty
eight (28) days of lodgement of the documentation. Included in this notice shall be
information on the rights of the defendant at the hearing. The hearing shall be held
in the state in which the Infringement Notice was issued.

8.1.6

Any party to a Race Control Tribunal decision who is aggrieved by that decision
may appeal to the Speedway Appeals Tribunal by giving verbal or faxed notification
to the NASR National Office within forty eight (48) hours of Race Control Tribunal
hearing. A written appeal, on the NASR Schedule 3 form accompanied by a fee of
$4,000 must be received by the NASR National Office within fourteen (14) days of
the decision of the Race Control Tribunal. In these rules the word 'appeal' and its
derivations will be used to refer to the appealing of a decision of the Race Control
Tribunal to the Speedway Appeals Tribunal.
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Where a decision of the Race Control Tribunal is deemed by the NASR Board to
be manifestly inadequate or excessive then the NASR Board may intervene and
refer the decision to the Speedway Appeals Tribunal on the NASR Schedule 3 form
within 14 days of the decision of the Race Control Tribunal hearing.

RACE CONTROL TRIBUNAL
A Race Control Tribunal is a State based tribunal appointed by the NASR or affiliated
associations State Office to hear and determine any of the following:
(a) An appeal or dispute lodged by an aggrieved person which may or may not be
in respect of an Infringement Notice with a nominated penalty, served by the
Chief Steward of a race meeting
(b) Charges for conduct contrary to sections 6.1,6.2,6.4 and 7.1 of these rules,
and for any other offence where an Infringement Notice requires a person to
appear before the Tribunal for determination of the matter
(c) Charges of Misconduct preferred pursuant to section 7.4
A Race Control Tribunal has the power to:
(a) Dismiss or uphold an appeal or dispute with respect to a Penalty or Infringement
Notice
(b) Reduce or increase the severity of penalties set by such notice
(c) Determine outcomes and penalties for charges for conduct contrary to any
rule where an Infringement Notice has been served requiring a mandatory
appearance before the tribunal, and
(d) Determine outcomes and penalties for Charges of Misconduct preferred
pursuant to section 7.4
For the avoidance of doubt, the Race Control Tribunal cannot order the re-run of
any race
Procedures pertaining to the conduct of the Race Control Tribunal, including
the rights and responsibilities of the Tribunal and the defendants or plaintiff (as
applicable), are fully detailed in Annexure A to these rules.

SPEEDWAY APPEALS TRIBUNAL
The Speedway Appeals Tribunal is appointed by the NASR General Manager to hear
and determine appeals brought by any aggrieved person arising out of a decision of
a state Race Control Tribunal or decisions referred by the NASR Board.
The Speedway Appeals Tribunal has the power:
(a) To dismiss or uphold an appeal with respect to a decision of a Race Control
Tribunal; or
(b) To reduce or increase the severity of penalties set or upheld by a Race Control
Tribunal decision
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8.3.3

For the avoidance of doubt, the Speedway Appeals Tribunal can not order the re-run
of any race.

8.3.4

Procedures pertaining to the conduct of the Speedway Appeals Tribunal, including
the rights and responsibilities of the Tribunal and the appellant and any respondent
are fully detailed in Annexure B to these rules.

8.3.5

Evidence presented at the Race Control Tribunal is admissible at the Speedway
Appeals Tribunal, but unless it can be shown that a Race Control Tribunal
decision was flawed, a successful appeal will be dependent upon new or additional
evidence.
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ANNEXURE A - RACE CONTROL TRIBUNAL
1.

GENERAL

The Race Control Tribunal (the Tribunal) is a State based Tribunal appointed by each NASR
or affiliated association State Office to hear and determine outcomes for the following types of
matter;
Disputes lodged by persons aggrieved by an Infringement Notice served by the
Chief
Steward of a race meeting, such notice nominating a penalty determined
and set by the Chief Steward. For procedures, refer to section 3 of this Annexure.
Charges for conduct contrary to sections 6.1,6.2,6.4, and 7.1 of the NASR Race
Rules and for any other offence where the Infringement Notice served by the Chief
Steward of a race meeting requires a person to appear before the Race Control Tribunal for determination. For procedures, refer to section 4 of this Annexure.
Charges of Misconduct preferred by any person pursuant to section 7.4 of the NASR
Race Rules. For procedures, refer to section 5 of this Annexure.

2.

TRIBUNAL REGISTER AND APPOINTMENT OF TRIBUNAL MEMBERS

Each NASR and affiliated association State Office shall keep a register of suitable persons who
may be called upon to sit on their local state Race Control Tribunal. Registrants may be speedway
officials, administrators or competitors, must be highly regarded as being persons of undisputed
integrity and must have approval of the NASR or affiliated association State Boards.
For any specific hearing, the Race Control Tribunal shall consist of three members, each drawn
from the register by the State Secretary, and shall include at least one member who is familiar
with the relevant race car division. The appointed Tribunal members shall select one of their
number as chairperson.
Persons not eligible to sit on a particular Tribunal include any person from the racing division
involved who was participating at the applicable race meeting as an owner, driver, pit crew or
licensed official, and any person who may have a real or perceived interest or conflict of interest
with any party, or the matter under consideration.

3.

PROCEDURES FOR DISPUTES

Any offence or penalty shown on an Infringement Notice may be disputed through the relevant
State office to the State Race Control Tribunal. The recipient of an Infringement Notice who
wishes to lodge a dispute (the defendant) must, within 48 hours of its service, give verbal or faxed
notification to the NASR or affiliated association State Office of their intention. This notification
must include the Infringement Notice number.
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A written dispute notification, on the NASR Schedule 2 form, including a brief outline of the
grounds of the dispute, and accompanied by a fee of $1,000, must be received by the NASR or
affiliated association State Office within 7 days of the original service of the Notice.
The NASR or affiliated association State Secretary shall check the dispute documentation for
compliance and if deficient in respect of lodgement time or fee payment, the dispute will not be
heard and any fee submitted will be refunded or returned. The State Secretary shall not pre-judge
the merits of the dispute nor discuss its likely outcome with the defendant.
However, if the dispute documentation is incorrectly completed when received by the State
Secretary an opportunity will be provided for the documentation to be corrected before the
dispute hearing.
When dispute documentation is in order, the State Secretary shall serve written notice on the
defendant, giving at least 7 days notice of the place and date of the hearing, such date being within
28 days of lodgement of the documentation. Included in this notice shall be information on the
rights of the defendant at the hearing.
4.

PROCEDURES FOR CHARGES REQUIRING TRIBUNAL
DETERMINATION

For charges pursuant to sections 6.1,6.2,6.4, and 7.1 of the Australian Speedway Race Rules,
or for such other offences that the Chief Steward may determine, the Infringement Notice will
require a mandatory appearance at the Race Control Tribunal, in which case the matter will be
determined and any fine andlor suspension will be set by the Tribunal.
Within seven days of service of the Infringement Notice, the State Secretary shall serve written
notice on the person charged (the defendant), giving at least seven days notice of the place and
date of the hearing of the charge. Included in this notice shall be information on the rights of the
defendant at the hearing. Failure to receive this notification within seven days is not grounds for
having the charge dismissed.
5.

PROCEDURES FOR CHARGES OF MISCONDUCT

Any NASR or affiliated association licensed person (race official, driver, race car owner or pit crew
member) may prefer a Charge of Misconduct against any other NASR or affiliated association
licensed person alleging an act of misconduct as defined in section 7.4.
A Charge of Misconduct shall be submitted in writing on the NASR Schedule 1form and received
by the NASR or affiliated association State Office within 7 days of the alleged misconduct
occurring. A fee of $500 must accompany a Charge of Misconduct, except that the fee is waived
where the charge is brought by a NASR or affiliated association licensed person who was acting
in an official capacity for the relevant race car division at the time of the alleged misconduct.
The State Secretary shall check the charge documentation for compliance and if deficient in
respect of lodgement time or fee payment, the charge will not be heard and any fee submitted will
be refunded or returned.
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However, if the dispute documentation is incorrectly completed when received by the State
Secretary an opportunity will be provided for the documentation to be corrected before the
dispute hearing.
When the Charge of Misconduct documentation is in order, the State Secretary shall, within seven
days of lodgement of the charge, serve written notice on both the person preferring the charge (the
plaintiff) and the person being charged (the defendant), giving at least 14 days notice of the place
and date of the hearing of the charge by the Tribunal. On these notices shall be information on the
rights of the plaintiff and defendant, as applicable, at the hearing. Failure to receive notification
within seven days is not grounds for having the charge dismissed.
Included in the notice to the defendant shall be a copy of the NASR Schedule 1 form submitted
by the plaintiff, giving details of the charge and a description of the incident that led to the
charge. There is no obligation on the defendant to provide details of his or her defence prior to
the Tribunal hearing.
The Tribunal Chairperson may consider a plea bargain for charges of misconduct. The Tribunal
Chairman and the defendant can arrange to settle the case against the defendant without
conducting a hearing, where the defendant agrees to plead guilty in exchange for an agreement
from the Tribunal Chairperson as to the penalty. A plea bargain requires adequate consultation
with the defendant and the relevant association. The Tribunal Chairperson must seek the views
of the defendant and the relevant association about plea bargaining prior to determining the
penalty. Once an agreement has been reached by both parties there can be no appeal against this
decision.

6.

RESPONSIBILITIESAND RIGHTS OF THE TRIBUNAL

The Race Control Tribunal has the responsibility to hear the matter in a fair and impartial manner
and to accord the defendant andlor plaintiff, as applicable, every opportunity to present evidence
in accordance with their rights.
The Tribunal chairperson has the responsibility to maintain control and decorum in the hearing
room and to remove any person not behaving in a suitable manner.
The Tribunal has the right to call upon any person to give evidence which it deems is necessary
to reach an unbiased and lawful decision and Tribunal members have the right to question the
defendant and/or plaintiff and witnesses called by any party.
The Tribunal may adjourn a hearing to a later time that day or to another date, if it considers that
this is necessary.
Following an adjournment to consider its determination, the Tribunal chairperson shall address
the defendant and/or plaintiff, as applicable, as to the Tribunal decision and the reasons for
reaching such decision.
Where a person has been found guilty of a charge, the Tribunal shall allow that person to address
it on the question of an appropriate penalty.
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The Tribunal shall cause a tape recording of the hearing to be taken and retained by it and also
shall maintain a record of matters heard and within seven days, advise the State Secretary of the
Tribunal decision, and the reasons for the decision.

7.

RIGHTS OF THE DEFENDANT AND PLAINTIFF

At the Tribunal hearing, the defendant andlor plaintiff, as applicable, have the right to state their
case, call witnesses, present any other relevant evidence including video evidence, and to question
or cross-examine witnesses called by any other party, but any legal advisors present do not have
the right to cross-examine.
Where a Charge of Misconduct is being heard, the defendant and plaintiff both have the right to
question each other, but any legal advisors present do not have this right.
Except for questions of Tribunal procedure, the defendant andlor plaintiff do not have the right to
direct questions to Tribunal members.
The defendant, or his or her legal advisor, has the right to address the Tribunal with respect to
pleading a lesser charge and at this time, or following a guilty decision, may make a submission
on the question of an appropriate penalty.

8.

DECISION OF THE TRIBUNAL

8.1

Disputes

The Race Control Tribunal may decide that a dispute may be dismissed or upheld or substituted
by another decision, and further, may decide that any previously imposed penalty be waived,
varied, or its severity reduced or increased.
The Tribunal may order that $500 of the dispute fee be forfeited, reimbursed, or partly forfeited
and partly reimbursed. In general, if the defendant is successful, half of the dispute fee will
be reimbursed, and if unsuccessful, half of the dispute fee will be forfeited. Regardless of the
outcome of the hearing, the remaining $500 of the dispute fee will be forfeited in consideration
of administrative costs of the hearing. Other than ordering forfeiture of the entire dispute fee, the
Tribunal shall not make an order with respect to costs incurred hearing the dispute.

8.2

Charges requiring Race Control Tribunal determination

Where an Infringement Notice requires a mandatory appearance before the Race Control Tribunal,
the Tribunal may determine the outcome by dismissing the charge, declaring the charge proven or
substituting the charge by another decision, and further, may set an appropriate penalty by way of
a fine and/or period of suspension.
Where a person has been found guilty of a charge, the Tribunal may make an order with respect to
reasonable costs incurred hearing the matter, these costs being in addition to any fine payable.
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Charges of Misconduct

Where the Race Control Tribunal has considered a Charge of Misconduct, the Tribunal may
determine the outcome by dismissing the charge, declaring the charge proven, or substituting the
charge by another decision and further, may set an appropriate penalty by way of a fine and/or
period of suspension.
Where the defendant has been found guilty of the charge, the $500 fee will be reimbursed to the
plaintiff. The Tribunal may also make an order in respect of reasonable costs incurred in hearing
the matter. These costs may be apportioned to the tribunal and the plaintiff, as the Tribunal will
determine.
Where a Charge of Misconduct has not been proven, the plaintiff will forfeit the $500 lodgement
fee, and the Tribunal may order the plaintiff to pay reasonable costs of any other party where it
judges the charge to have been vexatious or frivolous or brought without reasonable grounds.
Notwithstanding an order for costs, the Tribunal has no authority to make an order in respect of
damages to any party as a result of the Tribunal's decision.

9.

FURTHER APPEAL

Any aggrieved person can appeal to the national Speedway Appeals Tribunal any decision of the
Race Control Tribunal by giving verbal or faxed notification to the NASR National Office within
48 hours of the Race Control Tribunal decision.
A written appeal, on the NASR Schedule 3 form, and accompanied by a fee of $4,000 must be
received by the NASR National Office within 14 days of the conclusion of the Race Control
Tribunal hearing.
Refer to Annexure 'B' for details of appeals to the Speedway Appeals Tribunal.

10.

REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS

The NASR or affiliated association State Office may pay or reimburse reasonable travelling
costs and out of pocket expenses to Race Control Tribunal members, where such costs were
legitimately incurred in the execution of Tribunal duties. The Race Control Tribunal members
must, if requested, provide receipts in respect of such costs and expenses.
All costs incurred by the defendant are the responsibility of the defendant including the expenses
of any witnesses required in support of the Tribunal hearing.
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ANNEXURE B - SPEEDWAY APPEALS TRIBUNAL
1.

GENERAL

The Speedway Appeals Tribunal (the "SAT") is a tribunal appointed by the NASR General
Manager to hear and determine appeals brought by a person aggrieved by a decision of any state
Race Control Tribunal ("appellant"). Any party, if applicable, in opposition to the appellant at the
Tribunal hearing is referred to in this annexure as the 'respondent'. Unless otherwise approved
by the SAT or the NASR Board, the appellant and respondent will be the same parties as those
appearing before the Race Control Tribunal decision.

2.

TRIBUNAL REGISTER AND APPOINTMENT OF TRIBUNAL MEMBERS

The NASR National Office shall keep a register of suitable persons who may be called upon to
sit on the SAT. The registrants may be speedway officials, administrators or competitors, must
be highly regarded as being persons of undisputed integrity and must have approval of the NASR
Board.
For any specific hearing, the SAT shall consist of three members, each drawn from the register
held by the NASR General Manager, and shall include at least one member who is familiar with
the relevant race car division. The appointed SAT members shall select one of their number as
chairperson.
No person who was a member of the Race Control Tribunal for any matter is eligible to sit on the
SAT for that same matter, or represent or assist any party to the Race Control Tribunal hearing.
Persons also ineligible to sit on the SAT include any person from the racing division involved who
was participating at the applicable race meeting as an owner, driver, pit crew member or licensed
official, and any person who may have a real or perceived interest or conflict of interest with any
party, or the matter under consideration.

3.

APPEALS PROCEDURES

Any decision of a state Race Control Tribunal can be appealed by any aggrieved person to the
SAT by giving verbal or faxed notification to the NASR National Office within 48 hours of the
Race Control Tribunal decision.
A written appeal, on the NASR Schedule 3 form, including a brief outline of the grounds of
appeal, and accompanied by a fee of $4,000 must be received by the NASR National Office
within 14 days of the conclusion of the Race Control Tribunal hearing.
The NASR General Manager shall check the appeal documentation for compliance and if deficient
in respect of lodgement time or fee payment, the appeal will not be heard and any fee submitted
will be refunded or returned. The NASR General Manager shall not pre-judge the merits of the
appeal nor discuss its likely outcome with the appellant or any respondent.
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When appeal documentation is in order, the NASR General Manager shall serve written notice
on the appellant, and the respondent, if applicable, giving at least 7 days notice of the place and
date of the hearing, should be within 35 days of the lodgement of the documentation. Included
in this notice shall be information on the rights of the appellant, and the respondent if applicable,
at the hearing.

RESPONSIBILITIES AND RIGHTS OF THE TRIBUNAL
The SAT has the responsibility to hear the matter in a fair and impartial manner and to accord the
appellant, and the respondent if applicable, every opportunity to present evidence in accordance
with their stated rights.
The SAT shall have access to all NASR and affiliated association files and records, the Race
Control Tribunal findings and decisions, and the reason for those decisions.
The Tribunal chairperson has the responsibility to maintain control and decorum in the hearing
room and to remove any person not behaving in a suitable manner.
The SAT has the right to call upon any person to give evidence which it deems is necessary to
reach an unbiased and lawful decision and SAT members have the right to question the appellant,
and respondent if applicable, and witnesses called by any party.
The SAT may adjourn a hearing to a later time that day or to another date, if it considers that this
is necessary.
Following an adjournment to consider its determination, the SAT chairperson shall address
the appellant, and the respondent if applicable, as to the SAT decision and the reasons for such
decision.
Where a person has been found guilty of a charge, the SAT shall allow that person to address it on
the question of an appropriate penalty.
The Tribunal shall cause a tape recording of the hearing to be taken and retained by it and also shall
maintain a record of matters heard and within seven days, advise the NASR General Manager of
the Tribunal decision, and the reasons for the decision.
5.

RIGHTS OF THE APPELLANT AND OTHER PARTIES

At the SAT hearing the appellant, and the respondent if applicable, have the right to state their
case, call witnesses, present any other relevant evidence including video evidence, and the right
to question or cross-examine witnesses called by any party. Legal advisors for any party do not
have the right to cross-examine.
Evidence presented at the Race Control Tribunal is admissible at the SAT, but unless it can be
shown that a Race Control Tribunal decision was flawed, a successful appeal will be dependent
upon new or additional evidence.
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Where a Charge of Misconduct decision is being appealed, both the appellant and respondent
have the right to question each other, but legal advisors present do not have this right.
Except for questions of Tribunal procedure, neither the appellant nor respondent, if applicable,
have the right to direct questions to Tribunal members.
The appellant, or the respondent if applicable, or relevant legal advisor, has the right to address the
Tribunal with respect to pleading a lesser charge and at this time, or following a guilty decision,
may make a submission on the question of an appropriate penalty.

6.

DECISION OF THE TRIBUNAL

The SAT may decide that an appeal may be dismissed or upheld or substituted by another decision
and further, may decide that any previously determined penalty be waived, varied, or its severity
reduced or increased.
The SAT may uphold an appeal if it decides that a Race Control Tribunal decision was flawed, or
it decided in favour of new or additional evidence.
The Tribunal may order that the $2,000 of the appeal fee be forfeited, reimbursed, or partly
forfeited and partly reimbursed. In general, if the appeal is upheld, half of the appeal fee will
be reimbursed, and if it is dismissed, half of the appeal fee will be forfeited. Regardless of the
outcome of the hearing, the remaining $2,000 of the appeal fee will be forfeited in consideration
of administrative costs of the hearing. Other than ordering forfeiture of the appeal fee, the SAT
may not make an order with respect to costs incurred hearing the appeal.

8.

REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS

The NASR National Office may pay or reimburse reasonable travelling costs and out of pocket
expenses to SAT members where such costs were legitimately incurred in the execution of
Tribunal duties. The SAT members must, if requested, provide receipts in respect of such costs
and expenses.
All costs incurred by the appellant are the responsibility of the appellant including the expenses
of any witnesses required in support of the appeal.
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ANNEXURE C - PENALTIES GUIDELINE
1.

BLACK FLAG OFFENCES
Car continuing to exceed maximum noise level - section 3.5.3
Travelling at speed across infield - section 4.8.2
Deliberate, reckless or negligent contact with another car - sections 4.8.3
Persistently careless driving during passing - section 4.9.5
Driver repeatedly passing on the infield - section 4.9.5
Reckless race track re-entry - section 4.10.2
Primary cause of two race stoppages - section 4.11.8
Driver persistently refusing to accept restart position - section 4.13.3
Persistently careless driving - section 4.14.3
Driver refusing to go rear of field when directed - section 4.15.4
Any part of engine cover is lost or damaged and compromises driver safety - section
4.19.3
Lapped car impeding lapping traffic - section 4.20.2
Driver stopping on the race track to force a stoppage - section 4.21.1
Driver (except Sprintcar) who removes or undoes safety apparel while in confines
of race track - section 4.22.2
Driver ignoring mechanical defect flag - section 4.25.2
Driver (except Sprintcar) undoes safety apparel andlor gets out of car - section
4.26.7
REAR OF FIELD OFFENCES
Sprintcars and Speedcars that become stationary in red light or yellow light stoppage
and require a push start - section 4.4.1
Delaying race start by more than two minutes - section 4.5.1
Car crossing centre T line at race starts - section 4.5.5 (second offence)
Car unable to time trials will start ROF in the heat races - section 4.5.8
Second occasion breaking formation or jumping star after warning for first offence
- section 4.7.1
Careless driving during passing moves - section 4.9.5
Driver repeatedly passing on the infield - section 4.9.5
Reckless race track re-entry - section 4.10.2
Failing to stop on red light - section 4.11.4
Primary cause or contributing cause of race stoppage - sections 4.11.6 and 4.11.7
Second refusal to accept restart position - section 4.13.3
Jumps the start, hits the cone or passes on the inside of the cone, or passes another
car before the cone - section 4.13.6
Sprintcar with flat tyre (except LHF) at restart - section 4.13.9,Annexure E, Part A
Persistent careless driving - section 4.14.3
Car which drops debris on race track which leads to race stoppage -section 4.19.1
When work not competed in time car may rejoin at subsequent restart if no further
laps of race completed - section 4.26.3
Changing a wheel on Sprintcar, Speedcar, V8 Dirt Modified or NOS Sprint during
red lightlflag on first lap of a State or National Title or other agreed major event
- section 4.26.4
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Speedcar that removes wheel from any axle - section 4.26.8, Annexure E, Part B
Driver (or agreed representative) failing to attend drivers briefing - section 5.3.4
Car entering infield to check serviceability and requires a push start - section 5.5.6

3.

FINES, SUSPENSIONS AND DISQUALIFICATIONS OFFENCES
Racing without an appropriate licence - section 2.2.2
Unauthorised use of communication equipment - 12 month disqualification - section
3.4.3
Exceeding noise limit and ignoring black flag - $100 per lap and car and driver
excluded from meeting - section 3.5.3
Passing pace car - $100 fine - section 4.5.2
Serious deliberate, reckless or negligent contact with another car - maximum fine of
$2,000 and/or maximum suspension of 2 years - refer to section 4.8.3
Failing to stop on red light - $100 minimum fine and option to disqualify from
meeting - section 4.1 1.4
Failing to obey Chief Steward direction - subject to fine up to $1000 and/or 12
months suspension - section 4.11.11
Failure to accept black flag - minimum penalty $300 and/or 1 month suspension
- section 4.17.2
Ignoring black flag - additional $100 per lap and/or the driver and car disqualified
from the meeting with maximum penalty $2,000 fine and/or 2 year suspension section 4.1 7.3
Driver gets out of car to remonstrate or make defamatory gestures - disqualified
from event with a maximum fine of $2,000 and/or maximum suspension of 2 years
- section 4.22.3
Crew member enters race track under red or yellow lightlflag situation without Chief
Steward authority - $500 fine to both crew member and driver and/or disqualification from meeting - section 4.27.1
Subsequent unauthorised track entry will result in 12 month suspension for offender
and a $1,00 fine and/or disqualification from meeting for driver - section 4.27.2
Refusal to provide a sample for drug testing - excluded from event, 10 year
suspension and $2,000 fine - section 6.1.7
Driver who tests positive to drug test required to present licence to Chief Steward
- unable to participate in event and not allowed in any restricted areas - section
6.2.4
Returning positive alcohol breath test - excluded from meeting, and required to
leave pit area - section 6.4.4
Possession or drinking of alcohol in pits before or during a race meeting - removal
of person(s) from pit area and driver disqualified from the meeting - section 6.5.1
Verbal or physical abuse - disqualification from race meeting - 7.1.3
Verbal assault or abuse or attempt to strike - minimum $100 to maximum $2,000
fine andlor maximum 12 months suspension - section 7.1.5
Striking or physical assault - minimum $100 to maximum $5,000 fine andlor
maximum 3 year suspension - section 7.1.6
Non compliance with technical specifications - fines up to $2,000 and/or suspensions
up to two years - section 7.8
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4.

LOSS OF POSITIONS OFFENCES
Car breaks formation or jumps start within field enabling cars to be passed unfairly
- section 4.7.2
Careless passing - section 4.9.3
Passing another car with any wheel on infield - section 4.9.4
Passing car while rolling under yellow lights may be subjected to penalty - section
4.11.2
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ANNEXURE D - MINIMUM SPEEDWAY SAFETY STANDARDS FOR
APPAREL
The minimum safety standards listed below will become compulsory as of 1st July 2008. The
definition of Licence category is available from the NASR website (www.nasr.com.au) under
"Competition".

SAFETY APPAREL
AA All Divisions
A All Open Wheeled Divisions
ASCFISSA Super Sedans

-

-

-

Race Suit
Minimum standard of either 1 piece SFI 3.2A15 or FIA 8856-2000.
Boots
Comply with SFI 3.3, FIA 8856-2000 or FIA IS06940 (FIA IS06940 allowed until
June 30,2010).
Balaclavas
Comply with SFI 3.3, FIA 8856-2000 or FIA IS06940 (FIA IS06940 allowed until
June 30,2010) and must be worn.
Gloves
Comply with SFI 3.3, FIA 8856-2000 or FIA IS06940 (FIA IS06940 allowed until
June 30,2010). It is recommended they are the Gauntlet style glove and must not
be modified in any way.
Underwear
Comply with SFI 3.3, FIA 8856-2000 or FIA I S 0 6940 (FL4 IS06940 allowed until
June 30,2010) and must be worn. Drivers must only wear cotton under-garments
(eg. no synthetic boxer shorts), and no under wires on bras. No synthetic attire and
no jewellery to be worn by a competitor whilst competing.
Helmets
Full faced and comply with the Snell SA-2000 or Snell SA-2005 Standard.
Head and Neck Restraint
Meet FIA and/or SFI 38.1 Standard and must be worn. (A horse collar is optional
when wearing a Head and Neck Restraint).
A - All Sedan Divisions
ASCF -All Divisions except Super Sedans
B All Divisions except Karts
JD Junior Competitors
V Vintage

-

-

-

Race Suit
Minimum standard of either 1 piece SF1 3.2A11, FIA 1986 Norme (FIA 1986 Norme
allowed until June 30,2010) or the higher standard of apparel
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Boots
Comply with SF1 3.3, FIA 8856-2000 or FIA IS06940 (FIA IS06940 allowed until
June 30,20 10)
Balaclavas
Comply with SF1 3.3, FIA 8856-2000 or or FIA I S 0 6940 (FIA IS06940 allowed
until June 30,2010) and must be worn
Gloves
Comply with SF1 3.3, FIA 8856-2000 or FIA I S 0 6940 (FIA IS06940 allowed until
June 30,2010). It is recommended they are the Gauntlet style glove and they must
not be modified in any way.
Underwear
Comply with SF1 3.3, FIA 8856-2000 or FIA I S 0 6940 (FIA IS06940 allowed until
June 30,2010) and must be worn. Drivers must only wear cotton under-garments
(eg. no synthetic boxer shorts), and no under wires on bras. No synthetic attire and
no jewellery to be worn by a competitor whilst competing.
Helmet
Full faced, comply with Snell MA 2000, Snell MA 2005 or the AS1698 standard
(AS1698 must be no older than 5 years from the manufacturer date, check the
manufacturer date prior to purchase). The higher Snell standard helmet can be used
and is recommended.
Horse collar
Compulsory if driver is not using a Head and Neck Restraint.
Head and Neck Restraint
Recommended but not mandatory. If worn a Head and Neck Restraint must conform
with FIA or SFI 38.1. An AS1698 helmet must not be modified in any way. Only
a Snell SA-2000 or Snell SA-2005 helmet can be modified to wear a head and neck
restraint device.

-

K Karts

Drivers Suits
Drivers must wear abrasive resistant overalls (to the satisfaction of the Scrutineer).
No press-studs are allowed and disposable type overalls are not acceptable.
Boots
Approved karting boots.
Helmets
Full faced and comply with Snell MA 2000, Snell MA 2005 or the AS1698
Standard (AS 1698 must be no older than 5 years from manufacturer date, check the
manufacturer date prior to purchase). The higher Snell standard helmet can be used
and is recommended.
Head and Neck Restraint
Is recommended but not mandatory. However, a horse collar is compulsory if a
driver is not using head and neck restraint. Any head and neck restraint worn must
conform to SFI 38.1. An AS1698 helmet may not be modified in any way. Only a
Snell helmet may be modified to fit a head and neck restraint device.

-

E Extraneous Events
Extraneous Events such as demo derby will have the standards set by the
supplementary regulations in accordance with the NASR Track Operators Manual
requirements for Extraneous Events.
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ANNEXURE E RULE VARIATIONS
Part A

SPRINTCARS

4.4

PUSH STARTS

(a>

Each race car is allowed one push start without penalty before the initial race start
and following any red lightiflag stoppage where the incident did not involve that
car, and the car stopped due to the red light. For other push starts, the car will be
required to go rear of field.
Any car involved in a yellow lightiflag stoppage, whether or not a contributing
cause, and has become stationary, and for whatever reason requires a push start, will
be required to go rear of field in the restart.
Any car involved in a red lightiflag stoppage, whether or not a contributing cause,
and has become stationary before the red light is shown, and for whatever reason
requires a push start, will be required to go rear of field in the restart.

SINGLE FILE RESTARTS
A car with a flat tyre (except LHF) must go ROF at any restart after a yellow light
stoppage. If a red light situation occurs drivers are permitted to change the tyre and
then start at the rear of field.
Other than the first lap of an event, drivers unable to make a previous start, may
return to the rear of the field provided that a complete racing lap has not been
recorded since their withdrawal.

LAPPED CARS
In all restarts, lapped cars will take up their positions as per the previously recorded
lap, in order of placing behind those Sprintcars on the current lead lap or as directed
by the Chief Steward.

4.26

WORKING ON CARS

(a>

During a red lightiflag stoppage, pit crews may work on a car, but on the infield at
designated area only. The driver may get out of the car if necessary. A wheel may
be removed and replaced to change the offset or to allow for repairs, but only after
notifying an official so that it can be verified that the same wheel is put back on.

REFUELLING
On track or infield refuelling is only permitted during a red lightiflag stoppage.
Before refuelling, firefighters must be alerted, the engine must be switched off and
extreme caution must be exercised to avoid spillages.
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SUBSTITUTE CARS
If a Sprintcar driver uses a substitute car for time trials, he may use a substitute car
but time trial from last position and only able to qualify as high as position 11.
When a multi daylnight meeting is conducted, Sprintcar drivers may change chassis
after each daylnight's racing has been concluded and retain their points.
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ANNEXURE E - RULE VARIATIONS
Part B

SPEEDCARS

4.4

PUSH STARTS

(a)

Each race car is allowed one push start without penalty before the initial race start
and following any red lightlflag stoppage where the incident did not involve that
car, and the car stopped due to the red light. For other push starts, the car will be
required to go rear of field.
Any car involved in a yellow lightlflag stoppage, whether or not a contributing
cause, and has become stationary, and for whatever reason requires a push start, will
be required to go rear of field in the restart.
Any car involved in a red IightJflag stoppage, whether or not a contributing cause,
and has become stationary before the red light is shown, and for whatever reason
requires a push start, will be required to go rear of field in the restart.

4.26

WORKING ON CARS

(a>

During a red lightlflag stoppage, pit crews may work on a car, but on the infield at
designated area only. The driver must remain in the car at all times.
Any car that removes any wheel from the axle at any time will go rear of field at
the restart.

(b)
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ANNEXURE E RULE VARIATIONS
Part C

ASCFISSA, RSA of NSW SEDANS AND AMCA NATIONALS

3.6

ROOF NUMBER PLATES

(a>

A roof number plate is mandatory for all race meetings, State and National Titles.
However, supplementary regulations may advise otherwise where transponders are
being used to record laps.
The roof number is a number issued for identification of a car on race day and may
be distinct from the car registration number. It shall be a metal plate 30cm square
with a 5cm right angle fold at the bottom where 2 holes at 20cm centres shall be
drilled to take 6 mm bolts.
Number one is reserved for the current National and State Title holders with
Australia 1 taking precedence at National Titles and the defending State Number 1
taking precedence at State Titles. All clubs recognise State title holders who wish to
run Number 1 as their roof number, but home State title holders will take precedence
at Club Meetings.
The roof plate number shall be bolted to the roof of the vehicle at an angle from
the left hand front to the right hand wheel arch or parallel with the side of the car
depending on lap scoring requirements. The number shall be painted using a black
background and white numbers. 20,30,40, etc shall not be used.

(b)

(c>

ACCREDITATION OF OFFICIALS
All officials must have undertaken and passed an accreditation program to be eligible
to officiate at ASCFISSA sanctioned meetings.

PROTESTS (ASCFISSA only)
Any driver who considers they have been aggrieved by the actions of another driver
during a race may lodge a protest at the completion of a race with the Chief Steward,
within 2 minutes of the completion of the race and before leaving the track or infield
area
Protests must be presented in person, but the Drivers Representative may be
present
The Chief Steward will consider the case put by the driver and may interview other
drivers or officials where necessary to reach a decision. That decision will be given
to the drivers involved
No fee is required nor is a form needed
The Chief Steward may serve an Infringement Notice as a result of the protest.
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ANNEXURE F - NASR FORMS
Forms available from any NASR Office

SCHEDULE 1 NOTICE OF CHARGE OF MISCONDUCT
SCHEDULE 2 NOTICE OF INTENTION TO DISPUTE AN INFRINGEMENT NOTICE
TO STATE RACE CONTROL TRIBUNAL
SCHEDULE 3 NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPEAL TO SPEEDWAY APPEALS TRIBUNAL
CHIEF STEWARD REPORT
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....*-...---.-

iu,i*noyni.nssoclnwaluOF srmnwmv ~ n c : ~ s c
NOTICE OF CllARCE OF RI1SCOSDI;Cr

A
-

--

Must be lodge rri~liNASR Slate Oflicc. or oililtnlcd nswinlioci Slnle oflicc together \villi n k c ol'SS00 rv~~hin
7 days of'he nllcgcd misconduc~occt~mng.Tlic fcc 1s tvnivcil \\fhcn:the chnrge is hrnugl~tby n pcrwn nclinc
ns m nlliciol purstlant lo Auitrnlinn Spccd\vay K o c ~RtPe 7 4.5.
NASR State OMce nr r ~ U n i c drrsnclntion Stntc omre:,..

......, ....................,........................

.,.

Name..............................................................................................................................
Address.. .........................................................................................................................

I.icence No.

....................................

..,.--..

Phonc No ..,.

........... .,..--.--,..,...-....---.-*--.--..

.,----

..........................................
Club ................................................................

Racing Di\;ir;icm

I)ctalls of the person mnklng the clln~xc.

Position...........................................................................................................................

tdccnce No. ................................................ Phone No. .......................................................
Address. ...........................................................................................................................

J)etalls o f thc cbarpc.
Date of incida~l..,.......

...,-.,.,,..,,. ..............Timc or incident .............. ..,,.,.,.

...........................

.....................................................................................................................................
QMre uwc only

Dale received..
Fre mrei\*cd.

.......................,. .........NASR Oficers Signature.. ...............................................
Ycs

N~cc

{Ze-&
F...........

NATlONAl.ASSOC'IA'rIOS OF SPEEDIVAY RAC'ISC;
SCYllC'E OF INTEKTIOS TO DISI'UTE N\i IKk'RINGEhlEST NO't'ICE
'ID SI'ATL.: RACE CONTROL TRIBl rKAl,
( S ~ " ' l I ~ l ) ~ :2)
I,E

Notification lo dispute mils1 bc n ~ a d vcrhally
c
Ir) KASR or NASR Stotu Qllice or ullilintcd ~s.wciotianSlo~c.
(JlXcr wthin 48 Irours of the scn~iccorlhc Infril~gcnicrrtNotlcc. Illis is 10be foflowcd by ladgmenl nl'll~is
complclcd \vrincn fomr to ~ h NASR
c
Stnlu Oliicc. togelhcr \vith thc fcc of S 1000 \vi~hin7 cLays of tlrc
scwicc artllc I~iliingmcritNo~icc.

......................................
.....................

NASR State OfTirc. ur aml1afr.d assoclotion Shtc Office:

Name ..............................................................................................................................

Address ............................................................................................................................

1,icc~cc.No. .................................

............

.
.
,

Yhu~lcNo.

..........................................,......- ......

Ibuiag Division ..................................................................................................................

Club ...............................................................................................................................
Signature ..

...,*-..,.,.,,--,..,-*,

...........
.,,,,,..,..-

Details of C'hrrgr.

...-...,-,......,.....w-.....v.~..,..... n f n m c n t Notice Number .,..,..,.,...,..........s*.*...-..
Pct~nltpheing disputed ..,..,
,..,,.,. ,.,.-.,.,,. .
, .,. .....,..,.....,..,.y*....-"&..
..,..,,. ...........,. ..,..,....
Date of incident

-.*

+
.,.

......................................................................................................................................
VL~IUC
and Stole \\*licrcinsid~qtoccurred ..,.,.,...,.

...,..-.,..-.,,,.,.,,.,...-.--.--.*...,,.-.....

-..-..-.....--q
.-..-.".--

......................................................................................................................................

..,..,....,.,...,.......,,..

Bricf outline of grounds of dispu~c.

a
...,

.....,..........,.....,........,....

*,e.,.

......,-

,

Omcc use nnl!

rcceivcd

Fc*: w c i v r d

..........................,,..,
YL%

NO

NASR O n i m Signorurc

................................................

.........

-

h'ATlONAl.ASSOCIA'TIQh' 01: SPEED\VhY IMClSC;
SCJTI('E OF I S W I O S 'I'O AI'I'EAI, TO SPEEDWAYAPPEALS T I U B I ~ A L
(SCI1EDI:I.E 3)

Notilicn~ionornppal must bc mndc vc7hRlly or hy lilcsinrile 10NASR Natimial Ilcnd Oflice within 24 hours
of decision ol'rhe Stnlc Race Control Tributml. l h i is lo Ire fi?llowcdby lodpmcnr of [his cnmp1c1c.dwrittm
nppal ro rhc NASR Nalional. tcrgclller with tlic n p p l k c of'S7000.00within 14 dnys oTthc R ~ ~ cControl
c

>ASH Natlr,nnl Ofllrc:

1'0 Box 269, STEPNKI'SA 5069
Phonr: (08) 8139 0777 Vnx: (08) 8361 3522

Address.. ..........................................................................................................................

Licmcc No

.......................,,...,,,..,,,,,, ................. Phme No. ........,...................................,,.

Club ..................

.,. ............................................

1)crnllr oCChnqy

..........
.................
,,.,,..
Penaly appealed against. ..,,.......,...,.
.,,......,.,......,.....,, ..,.............,............
,.......,.,....,,,... ,.,,..,. .,,
Ilstc al'incidmt

..........................

llntc oCTribu~~al
Decision.,

a -.+..-.-".

,
t
.
.
i
A
.
.

A

.....................................................................................................................................

.............................................

Venue and Slnlc trhcrc incidcn~o c n ~ m d

,,.

....,....,.........,...,.. ......,,

.....................................................................................................................................
13ricr'outlincof grr,unds ofappc:~l...,.

,.., ...,.,..,,

,a,,..e..a6

.......,.

,.,.,.A

..6...-*),..*..*.*

*.*..-.-

~ x . w s ~ . .

a.a.,..

Orfire Vrv Only

Date received .................

Fee wccivcd,

(Yes I Nu]

......,... XASR Dllicen Signatrlw ........................................................

